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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The November 2021 Presidential Elections were competitive and conducted mostly in line
with the electoral legal framework of Moldova, in a relatively professional and efficient manner.
Contestants could campaign freely, despite restrictions imposed to protect public health and
voters were presented with a wide range of choice.

The voter turnout was high in both rounds of the election, with a sharp increase in the second.
Ms. Maia Sandu was elected President of the Republic with 57.72% of votes cast in the second
round. The Central Election Commission adopted the final protocol with the result of the election
on 20 November and the result was validated by the Constitutional Court of Moldova on 10
December 2020. Maia Sandu was sworn in as President of the Republic on 24 December 2020.
The election related legal framework of Moldova is mostly in line with international standards
and good practices and ensures conditions for holding of democratic elections, despite the lack
of clarity and effective regulation on specific matters that can be misused, if not undertaken in
good faith. Many previous recommendations of ENEMO and other international and domestic
observers have not been addressed and still pose a challenge in implementing elections.

Although the CEC managed the technical aspects of the electoral process efficiently, the overall
level of trust in its impartiality was seemingly hindered, especially before the second round of
the election, due to its rather passive approach to handling of complaints and legal notices, as
well as the level of disagreement amongst its members on most pressing matters.

The CEC sessions were open to media and observers, as well to the public through online
streaming. The CEC also published scanned election results protocols of all polling stations
for both rounds and, on Election Days provided real-time live updates on voter turnout and
preliminary results, which contributed to increasing the transparency of the electoral process.
However, minutes of CEC sessions during the second round were not posted online, reducing
transparency.
New procedures for training of lower-level commissions were established by the Center for
Continuous Electoral Training (CCET), including online, whereas special trainings were also
organized for different stakeholders involved in the electoral process. However, the level of
knowledge of PEB members on the opening, voting, counting and tabulation procedures varied,
although this did not seem to negatively affect the overall process.

District Electoral Councils (DECs) and Precinct Electoral Bureaus (PEBs) were formed within
the legal deadline and in fulfillment of legal requirements. Most observed DECs performed their
duties efficiently and professionally, especially in terms of managing and supporting the PEBs
in implementing the electoral process. All PEBs established abroad managed to organize the
voting, amidst different restrictions imposed in host countries due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

A citizen can sign in support of only one candidate, which could be considered a restriction
that challenges political pluralism. Although the required number of signatures that need to be
collected by candidates is in line with best practice, such requirements proved to be burdensome,
especially for independent candidates, as three of the four candidates that could not gather
the required number of signatures were independent. Two candidates were registered after
showing that a number of signatures, initially deemed invalid by the CEC, were instead valid.
9
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This has once again brought into attention previous concerns of ENEMO about the signature
verification process, showing it to be open to discretion and human error, resulting in possible
unjustified prevention of candidates to stand for election.
Although the signature collection process and verification can be assessed as burdensome, the
candidate registration process was ultimately inclusive. Eight candidates, including two women
contested the election in the first round. Since no candidate managed to acquire more than half
of the votes to win the election in the first round, the two candidates with the highest number
of votes contested the second round, two weeks later.

The voter registration is passive and continuous. The State Register of Voters included 3,287,140
voters, 2,798,306 of which assigned to administrative-territorial units of level II in the country;
256,203 voters from Transnistria; 232,631 voters who do not have a registered domicile or
residence, including those who have emigrated abroad. Voters residing in Transnistria and those
without a registered address were included in the supplementary voters lists on Election day.
Overall, contestants were able to communicate their messages freely to the electorate, and
freedom of assembly was upheld. With a variety of candidates reflecting a broad spectrum of
political choices, the campaign was competitive. Messages from the main candidates focused on
social and economic issues, the geopolitical orientation of the country, infrastructure projects,
and corruption, yet many campaign topics do not fall under the direct jurisdiction of the
President. Gender equality policies, language or identity issues did not prominently feature in
the campaign.

The COVID-19 pandemic and public health concerns significantly altered the style and methods
of campaigning causing the campaigns to be redirected more to the media. The electoral
campaign was mostly peaceful and calm, although instances of negative campaign tactics and
offensive language were often noticed. Political polarization was particularly evident during the
second round of the election.

ENEMO EOM noticed many instances of the use of advantages of the incumbency or office and
possible pressure on employees to attend campaign events. Many allegations of vote buying,
increased involvement of public officials (especially mayors), approving of Government
subsidies to public sector employees, misuse of administrative resources and similar were
expressed as concerns by EOM interlocutors, bringing into question fair and equal campaigning
conditions. The pressure on public employees and those of large companies increased between
the two rounds, even leading to intimidation of voters. As the campaign progressed, aspects
of functioners’ campaign were noticed more frequently, as many public officials actively
campaigned or endorsed candidates before the second round of the election.
Besides the fact that the CEC was not particularly proactive in handling different allegations
related to campaign financing, it can be asserted that this was also due to, inter alia limited legal
instruments offered to this institution by the Electoral Code. ENEMO raises concerns about the
lack of effective institutional oversight over electoral campaign financing, as well as the absence
of mechanisms for ensuring adequate financial transparency of contestants revenues and
expenditures, especially when it comes to the opening of the “Electoral Fund'' bank accounts.
The media landscape is diverse, but pluralism is challenged by the lack of financial means for
local media and independent alternatives. Television is the main source of political information,
with a steady growing impact of social media and the internet in every election. The monitoring
of broadcasters during the electoral campaign by the Audiovisual Council was too slow and
10
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inadequate to be effective. The Audiovisual Council showed a limited understanding of its role
and responsibility towards the citizens during the election campaign, or lack of willingness to
address biased media conduct, and the oversight mechanism was ultimately reduced to a mere
formality.

The legal framework guarantees the right of contestants and legitimate third parties to complain,
or appeal on electoral matters through an administrative and a judicial review. However, the
electoral legal framework itself still does not guarantee an efficient judicial review procedure.
Referring to the overall decisions of the courts in this electoral process, there seems to be some
hesitance of courts to intervene in the decision making of the CEC, by focusing on procedural
formalities and shifting from electoral to administrative perspectives. Several cases have
revealed the nonlinearity of the dispute system through administrative and judicial review. In
this regard, the tendency to bypass the administrative review and to follow directly the judicial
review was often manifested. The judicial review has shown to be mostly formal and ineffective,
which raises concerns on the lack of effective remedy for complainants.

Election Days’ environment during both rounds of the Election was generally calm, except for
isolated attempts to prevent voters residing in Transnistria from exercising their right to vote.
The management of the polling and conduct of PECs and DECs was assessed positively in most
of the observed cases, with some procedural violations that did not seem to affect the legitimacy
and integrity of the process overall but were rather due to negligence. Allegations of voter
influence and organized transportation of voters persisted, especially with regards to voters
residing on the left bank of the river Nistru. Only around 40% of the polling stations observed
during voting were assessed as accessible for persons with locomotor disabilities.
While face masks and sanitizers were made available by election administration during polling,
protective measures against the spread of the COVID-19 were not always followed. Observers
reported different responses from the PEB chairpersons on how they dealt with voters with
COVID symptoms. Throughout election days, ENEMO observers noted queues outside many PSs,
whereas social distancing was often not respected, both inside and outside of polling stations.
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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Upon invitation from the Central Electoral Commission of the Republic of Moldova, the
European Network of Election Monitoring Organizations (ENEMO) deployed an International
Election Observation Mission (IEOM) to observe the November 2020 Presidential Election
in the Republic of Moldova. This was the second Presidential election held by a direct vote of
citizens of Moldova since 20161 and the fourth Moldovan elections being observed by ENEMO,
which had the opportunity to observe the 2016 Presidential election, and both elections that
followed (Parliamentary and Local elections of 2019).

The International Election Observation Mission of ENEMO was composed of eight Core Team
members and eight long-term observers (LTOs). Due to an increased health risk, because of the
COVID-19 global pandemic, the IEOM operated partially remotely, with a part of the Core Team
being deployed in the country during the most crucial phases of the electoral process2. The
Mission was joined by additional short-term observers for both Election Days, on 1 November,
and the run-off Election Day, on 15 November, respectively 26 and 35 observers. Short-term
observers followed and assessed the voting, counting, and tabulation of results, as well as
delivery and intake of electoral materials. The mission was headed by Dritan Taulla.

The first round of election was held on 1 November and none of the eight contestants in the first
round gathered the required number of votes to achieve a simple majority of the votes cast. The
second round was held on 15 November and was contested by the two candidates that gathered
the highest number of votes in the first round, the former Prime minister and leader of the Party
Action and Solidarity, Maia Sandu and the incumbent President, Igor Dodon, formally running
as an independent for a second term.

The voter turnout was high in both rounds of the election, with a sharp increase in the second
- 48.54%3 in the first round and 58.2%4 in the second. Ms. Maia Sandu was elected President of
the Republic with 57.72% of votes cast in the second round. The Central Election Commission
adopted the final protocol with the result of the election on 20 November5 and the result was
validated by the Constitutional Court of Moldova on 10 December 20206. Maia Sandu was sworn
in as President of the Republic on 24 December 2020.
The mission monitored and assessed the overall political and electoral environment in which
elections were held, respect for the rights to elect and stand for election, conduct of election
management bodies, campaigning, gender equality, voting and tabulation processes, election
dispute resolutions and other crucial aspects of the process, based on international standards for
democratic elections and the legal framework of Moldova. In total, mission members conducted
469 meetings, with election management bodies7, presidential candidates8, political parties,

1
The president was elected by a direct vote of citizens from 1991 to 2000, then by 3/5th of the Parliament from 2000 to 2016. Following a
complaint submitted to the Constitutional Court on 12 November 2015 by 18 MPs of the Parliamentary faction of the Liberal Democratic Party
of Moldova on the constitutionality of the election of the President by the Parliament, on 4 March 2016 the Constitutional Court ruled that this
was unconstitutional, reintroducing the election by a direct vote, and reviving the provisions repealed in 2000.
2
From the beginning of October to the end of November 2020, following the election campaign, election day and run-off election day, as well as
post-electoral developments, including complaints and appeals.
3
Turnout on election night was reported as 42.76% and was corrected the next morning, reflecting supplementary voter lists and voters abroad.
4
Reported 52.78% on election night and corrected after processing of protocols.
5
CEC Decision No. 4507 of 20 November 2020.
6
The Court examined the notification of the Central Electoral Commission regarding the confirmation of the results of the elections of November
15, 2020 and the validation of the mandate of President of the Republic of Moldova”, 10 December 2020.
7
Including the Central Electoral Commission.
8
The IEOM has reached out to all presidential candidates with a meeting request. Two of them were not met due to their schedule, but meetings
with their representatives were held.
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state officials9, domestic civil society organizations, media, and the international community: in
addition to observing 75 campaign activities (meetings or rallies).

This Final Report is based on ENEMO observers’ findings throughout the electoral period. This
Report was preceded by an Interim Report, issued on 26 October 2020, and two Statements of
Preliminary Findings and Conclusions, issued after each round of the election. respectively on 3
November and 17 November 202010.
ENEMO would like to express its gratitude to all interlocutors of the IEOM, to the electoral
management bodies and especially the CEC, to election contestants, relevant representatives
of public institutions, the civil society, media, the international community and all other
organizations, institutions, and individuals in Moldova for their cooperation and support.

ENEMO’s international observation mission for the November Presidential Elections in
Moldova was financially supported by the Delegation of the European Union, Government
Offices of Sweden, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, and the National Democratic Institute.
The content of the document is the sole responsibility of ENEMO and does not necessarily
represent the position of donors.

Including the Prime minister.
See also previous election observation reports for Moldova.
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I. BACKGROUND AND POST-ELECTION
DEVELOPMENTS
Moldova is a parliamentary republic, with the unicameral 101 seats Parliament invested with
the legislative power, the Government exercising the executive power, and the President of the
Republic as head of the state and mainly exercising functions in matters of foreign relations and
national security. The Parliament promulgated the date of the Presidential Election on 21 May
2020.

Following the 24 February 2019 Parliamentary elections, a governing coalition was not
formed for almost three months, despite lengthy negotiations between the parties entering
the Parliament. On 8 June 2019, one day before the expiration of the three-months deadline
stipulated in the Constitution11, a governing coalition was formed between the Party of Socialists
of the Republic of Moldova (PSRM) and the bloc ACUM12, and the leader of the Party Action and
Solidarity (PAS), Maia Sandu was appointed Prime Minister13. Both partners of the governing
coalition called their partnership a temporary one, aiming to “de-oligarchize” the country and
fight corruption. However, the coalition was short-lived and immediately after the second round
of the 2019 Local Elections, on 12 November 2019, the Sandu Government was ousted in a
motion of no-confidence, initiated by the PSRM, and supported by the parliamentary faction
of the Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM) . On 14 November 2019, Ion Chicu was appointed
as Prime minister, with the support of 62 votes from PSRM’s and PDM’s MPs. In March 2020,
PSRM and the PDM signed an official coalition agreement, following which PDM received five
ministerial posts.

The composition of the Parliament had changed considerably ahead of the Presidential election15
, and further changes occurred during the electoral period16, with several MPs changing party
affiliation, or becoming non-affiliated (a common phenomenon in Moldova’s politics), and
some of parliamentary factions being split. New political developments occurred between the
two rounds, as well as after the election, both at the legislative level, with a number of MPs
joining a Parliamentary Platform called For Moldova17, and at the executive level, with PDM
withdrawing its ministers from the Government18 and the Prime Minister Ion Chicu resigning
on 23 December, one day prior to the investiture of President Sandu. The Foreign Minister, Aurel
Ciocoi was appointed interim Prime Minister.
Article 85, paragraph 1.
Composed of the Party of Action and Solidarity (PAS) and the Party Dignity and Truth (DA).
13
However, one day prior to parties signing the coalition agreement, the Constitutional Court had ruled that the deadline for forming the
Government was ninety days after the validation of results of the Parliamentary Elections (thus 7 June), interpreting the three months’ deadline
stipulated in the Constitution as ninety calendar days. The President Igor Dodon ignored the decision of the Constitutional Court and signed
the appointment of Ms. Sandu as Prime Minister, which prompted another controversial decision of the Constitutional Court from 9 June,
dismissing the President for failing to dissolve the Parliament and appointing the incumbent prime-minister, Pavel Filip, as acting President;
the latter moving swiftly to dissolve the Parliament and call for early elections in September 2019. These developments were followed by social
unrest and reactions from the international community calling for restraint, many countries recognizing the newly formed government led by
Sandu. Prime minister Pavel Filip stepped down on 14 June, while the Constitutional Court repealed its decisions taken during the period 7-9
June, followed by the “in corpore” resignation of the Constitutional Court judges soon after.
14
The motion of no confidence was held immediately after the Parliament rejected the draft law on amending the Law on Public Prosecutor’s
Office.
15
The ACUM parliamentary faction split into the factions of PAS and that of DA; the faction of the PDM split in two, after the former speaker of
the Parliament, Andrian Candu, six other MPs created the Pro Moldova parliamentary group; and several MPs changed party affiliation.
16
MPs leaving Pro Moldova and Pentru Moldova formed.
17
Following the departure of five MPs from the Parliamentary faction Pro Moldova on 23 October, they initiated a parliamentary platform called
“For Moldova” on 3 November and were joined the next day by nine members of the Parliamentary faction of the Shor Party, who signed in
support of this platform.
18
On 7 November, the Democratic Party of Moldova announced that it would withdraw its ministers from the Government right after the new
President was sworn in office, so that the newly elected president would be able to “build an efficient collaboration between the executive and
the legislative power, according to the provisions of the Constitution and in compliance with the vote of Moldovan citizens”. However, PDM’s five
ministers were dismissed two days later, on 9 November, and new ones were sworn in on the same day.
11
12
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The political discourse in the country during the electoral period was dominated by discussions
about early Parliamentary elections, a prospect which both candidates publicly stated to be
contemplating during the campaign. After the election, the Party for Action and Solidarity has
requested the Constitutional Court to clarify if the Parliament could be self-dissolved by a vote
of 2/3 of the MPs, a request that the Court has declared inadmissible, on 18 January. Following
this ruling, on 27 January President Sandu nominated Natalia Gavriliță for the position of the
Prime Minister, a nomination that was rejected by the Parliament19 on 11 February.

In an apparent attempt to trigger early elections20, the President renominated Gavriliță, a
decision that was declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court on 23 February. The
Court ruled that the President should consult with political parties on the name of the new
Prime Minister, while PSRM has put forward a nominee. Although currently there is no formal
governing coalition, MPs that signed the For Moldova21 platform voted along the PSRM MPs in
adopting a series of controversial laws right after the Presidential Election22 and would join
votes with PSRM and some non-affiliated MPs to support the nomination of PSRM for Prime
Minister, de facto creating a majority. The political deadlock persists.
The election was held under strict health safety measures, aimed at protecting the health of
voters, PEBs, and other electoral stakeholders, due to the ongoing COVID-19 global pandemic.
Moldova has a high number of infections and COVID related deaths, and the pandemic has
had a devastating effect on the economy of the country, with the impact expected to worsen23.
The pandemic further complicated the work of the election administration, the outreach of
candidates to electors, as well as the activity of observers.

Including the parliamentary faction of PAS, the party that nominated Sandu for the Presidency.
A second rejection of Gavriliță as PM would automatically trigger early elections.
21
Pentru Moldova.
22
One such law was the subordination of the State Intelligence Service of Moldova to the Parliament, de facto reducing the powers of the
President. The law was voted by the Parliament in a tense session held on 3 December and was promulgated on 8 December by the Incumbent
President, Mr. Dodon, although the Constitutional Court had ruled the day prior to suspend the law, following a complaint by the Party Action
and Solidarity. Several protests have followed the 3 December vote, calling for the resignation of the Chicu Government and early Parliamentary
elections.
23
The country entered the state of health emergency and stricter restriction measures were introduced shortly after the election, on 2 December 2020.
19
20
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II. LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND ELECTORAL SYSTEM
Moldova is a party to key international treaties and conventions24. The Constitution establishes
that the will of the people, expressed by free elections through universal, equal, direct, secret,
and freely expressed ballot, shall constitute the basis of the State power25. The legal framework
on elections is constituted by the Electoral Code26, the bylaws approved by the Central Electoral
Commission, which is the primary institution in charge of implementing the electoral process27,
as well a series of other laws which regulate selected aspects of the process28.
The election related legal framework is in line with most international standards and good
practices and provides a sound legal basis for holding of democratic elections. However, the
electoral legal framework on specific matters lacks legal definitions29, has procedural vacuum30,
or unclarity regulating different matters31 and activities in the electoral process. Many electoral
matters and procedures are either inadequately and non-effectively regulated32 or lack
regulation completely33.

The legislative framework of Moldova in continuity undergoes amendments, caused not only by
the legislative activity of the Parliament, but also by the judicial reviews of the Constitutional
Court. This characteristic of the legal framework in general has been reflected into the electoral
legal framework too.
In this context, in the year prior to the Election, the amendments of the legal framework were
few and not radical. The electoral legal framework during the year preceding the election
underwent amendments to the Electoral Code, Law on Political Parties34, and CEC regulations35.

The Electoral Code was amended three times since the 2019 Local Elections: the two amendments
from February 2020 were minor and very technical, as they addressed the obligations of the
Central Electoral Commission36 and the duties of the CEC Chairperson37, whereas the July 2020
amendments to the Electoral Code made changes to the process of establishing polling stations
and the composition of the PEBs abroad38.

Inter alia, Moldova adheres to the European Convention on Human Rights; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW); Convention on the Political Rights of Women; International Covenant on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD); Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), etc.
25
Constitution of the Republic of Moldova, Art. 38.
26
Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Law No. 1381, dated 08/12/1997, amended, “Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova.”
27
Ibid., Art. 22.
28
E.g., the Law on Political Parties, the Law on Assembly, the Law on the State Automated Information System “Elections”, the Code for Audio-Visual Media Services, and relevant sections of the Criminal Code and of the Misdemeanor Code.
29
E.g., electoral advertisement.
30
E.g., the active suffrage of voters who reach the voting age between the two rounds of the election; the start of the electoral campaign for the
second round; the deadline for establishing the date of the second round.
31
E.g., the establishment of polling stations abroad, the scrutiny procedure of supporting signatures, campaign finance, effective judicial remedies for the contestants.
32
E.g., the use and misuse of public resources during the electoral campaign.
33
E.g., social and online media coverage of the electoral campaign, use of incumbency or public office for electoral gain (e.g., central and local
government’s activity interfering with the electoral campaign).
34
During 2020, the Law “On political parties” was changed regarding the requirements for registration of political parties, caused by the Constitutional Court’s decision that declared unconstitutional the minimum number of supporters to constitute a party.
35
For this electoral process, the CEC approved new regulations and/or amendments to several existing regulations: the activities of observers,
media coverage, DEC’s and PEB’s activity, and candidate registration. In preparation for the electoral process, the CEC approved a specific decision on the additional responsibilities of administrative authorities of central public administration authorities, local public, and institutions.
The CEC also approved a series of decisions regulating the conduct of the second round; on the number of ballots for PEBs abroad, public health
preventive measures for the second round, and amendments of previous decisions regarding the second round.
36
Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Law No. 38, dated on 28/02/20202, “For the modification of some normative acts”.
37
Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Law No. 6, dated on 06/02/2020, “For the modification of some normative acts”.
38
Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Law No. 162, dated on 20/07/20202, “For the modification of some normative acts”.
24
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Prior to the Presidential Election, there was an important legal initiative concerning elections39
that was promoted initially by different non-governmental organizations. While the draft Law
addressed important and substantial matters, on which ENEMO had previously recommended
to be addressed, some shortcomings were still noted. Moreover, according to a number of
interlocutors this legislative procedure lacked inclusiveness, contrary to best practice and
ENEMO recommendations. The Venice Commission drafted an urgent opinion on the draftbill40, but the law was ultimately not adopted and did not affect the Presidential Election.

The legal framework prescribes the holding of a second round of the election for the President, if
no candidate gathers at least half of valid votes cast in the first round. The Electoral Code contains
only one article specifically regulating the conduct of the second round41 of election and few
specific provisions that can be found in other articles42. Nonetheless, different matters regarding
the conduct of the second round are insufficiently regulated. Inter alia, the active suffrage of voters
who reach the voting age between the two rounds; the start of the electoral campaign for the
second round; the deadline for establishing the date of the second round and other.
The electoral legal framework should undergo an integral review and harmonization, to address
the previously recognized inconsistencies, loopholes, and ambiguities. The reformation process
should be undertaken well in advance of elections and guarantee an effective inclusion of political
parties, across the spectrum, experts, and domestic civil society through open and transparent
consultations. The harmonization process must take into account international standards, and
recommendations from international and domestic election observers.
The President is elected through a two round majoritarian system, in one nationwide
constituency. The President’s term of office is four years. The President is an apolitical figure43
and a neutral institution44.

For the election to be valid in the first round, the participation of at least one third of the total
registered voters is required. In case this legal requirement is not achieved, the election will be
repeated within two weeks45. If the one third of voters’ requirement is met in the first round of
the election, one candidate must secure more than half of valid votes cast in order to win. If no
candidate wins more than half of valid votes cast in the first round, a second round of election
is held in two weeks, among the two candidates with the highest number of votes, whereas
this second round of election is valid regardless of the total voters’ turnout and the winner
candidate is the one who receives the highest number of votes.

Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Draft Law No.263, registered on 19/06/2020, "The draft law for amending some normative acts".
European Commission for Democracy through Law, Opinion No. 996, dated on 08/10/2020, “Urgent joint opinion on Draft Law No. 263 amending the Electoral Code, the Contravention Code and the Code of Audiovisual Media Services”.
41
“Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova” Art. 120.
42
“Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova” Art. 68, p. 5; Art. 125, p. 2; Art. 127, p. 3.
43
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Moldova, Decision No. 35, dated 12/12/2017.
44
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Moldova, Decision No. 24, dated 27/07/2017.
Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Law No. 1381, dated 08/12/1997, amended, “Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova”, Art. 120. The Second
Round of Elections. Special Provisions, para. 4.
45
Government of the Republic of Moldova, Decision No. 820, dated on 14/12/2009.
39
40
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COVID-19 pandemic: restrictions and measures influencing
elections
The National Extraordinary Commission for Public Health (NECPH) is a cross-institutional public
entity empowered with the right to adopt decisions on the state of emergency in public health
and its decisions were compulsory for central and local public administration authorities46.

At the end of September, NECPH ruled47 that a state of emergency in public health was again
established from 1 October 2020 and a “Red Code” alert degree was announced in 26 territorial
units. This decision was more limiting than the one prior to it, especially for the red zones,
making the conduct of the campaign harder. Following an increase in the number of infections,
the NECPH adopted another decision on 13 October 2020, increasing the number of Red Zones
to 35 territorial units48.
In this regard, NECPH initially established a series of limitations and requirements for the
conduct of elections, in August 202049, containing measures regarding the protection of all
participants in the electoral process, preventing and combating infection spread during the
electoral campaign and Election Day. Regarding the Election Day, the NECPH’s decision allowed
voters who show symptoms of acute respiratory infection to request mobile voting with voters’
written or verbal requests50. Otherwise, the Electoral Code regulates that the requests of voters
can only by submitted in writing, until Election day51.
NECPH adopted another decision in October, which established the use of respiratory protection
masks in electoral premises on Election day. To guarantee its enforcement, the CEC approved
the budget to secure that voters shall be provided with a free of charge protective mask at the
entrance to the polling station on Election day to exercise their right to vote safely52.

NECPH, Decision No. 33, dated 28/09/2020.
NECPH, Decision No. 34, dated 13/10/2020.
49
NECPH, Decision No. 24, dated 12/08/2020.
50
NECPH, Decision No. 24, dated 12/08/2020, “(...) 3.10. Voters who show symptoms of acute respiratory infection will be able to exercise the
right to vote at the location, by submitting a request to the electoral office of the polling station where the voter has his registration at home /
residence. Applications may be submitted in writing or orally, starting 2 weeks before voting day and until 18:00 on the day before voting. On
voting day, applications can be made until 15:00.”
51
Law No. 1381, dated 08/12/1997, amended, “Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova”, Art. 60, “(4) If, for health or other ground reasons,
the voter is unable to come to the polling station, upon the person’s written request, the Precinct Electoral Bureau shall designate no less
than two bureau members to go to the voter’s accommodation place to conduct the voting, bringing with them a mobile ballot box and all the
materials necessary for voting. The requests may be submitted in writing within 2 weeks prior to the Election Day and until 18:00 of the day
preceding the elections.”
51
Central Electoral Commission, Decision No. 4375, dated 17/10/2020, “On ensuring protection measures in the voting process in the presidential elections of 1 November 2020”.
52
Central Electoral Commission, Decision No. 4375, dated 17/10/2020, “On ensuring protection measures in the voting process in the presidential elections of 1 November 2020”.
47
48
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III. ELECTION MANAGEMENT BODIES
The Presidential Election was administered by three levels of election administration: The
Central Electoral Commission (CEC), 36 District Electoral Councils (DECs)53, and 2,14354
Precinct Electoral Bureaus (PEBs)55, including the 139 polling stations in 36 countries56 that
were established for out-of-country voting57.

Central Electoral Commission (CEC)

The CEC is a nine-member permanent body that serves a five-year term58. One member is
appointed by the President of Moldova and the other eight by the Parliament, with proportional
representation of the majority and the opposition59. The chairperson, deputy chairperson, and
the secretary of the CEC are elected from among the members of the Commission with the
majority of votes of the total number of its members60.

The CEC conducts the overall management of the election process and organizes the work of
lower level EMBs. It also develops and approves election regulations and guidelines that aim at
improving the election procedures61, ensures verification and compilation of voters’ lists, keeps
control over the State Voter Registry (SVR) and updates it, supervises the implementation of
fair campaigning, implements regulations for the facilitation of campaign financing, organizes
the coordination on Election Day, collects and discloses election results, and reviews election
related appeals on the work of the mid-level EMBs.

As the COVID pandemic has forced EMBs to change and adapt their operations, national
election authorities held meetings partly online62. The CEC sessions were broadcasted live on its
website and the official Facebook page. The CEC published the agenda of the upcoming sessions
in advance and provided draft decisions before each session to representatives, or observers
physically present. CEC decisions should be posted on its website less than 24 hours according
to the law. ENEMO EOM notes that this requirement was overall respected.

Minutes of CEC sessions are normally made available on its webpage, however often with
significant delays63, reducing the overall transparency of the work of the CEC. However, scanned
protocols of both round’s election days from all polling stations were published on the CEC
website, which positively contributed to the overall transparency of the election64.
In order to improve transparency, the CEC session minutes should be posted regularly, and final
results published disaggregated down to the polling station level in a machine-readable format.

53
Moldova is divided into 37 electoral districts, one per administrative unit. DECs in Bender and Tiraspol, located in the territory controlled
by the Transnistrian de facto authorities, were not established. Therefore, the numbering of the DECs goes up to 37, but only 36 of them were
established. DEC 37 was covering the PEBs established for the voters residing on the left bank of the River Nistru.
54
42 polling stations were established for voters from the left bank of river Nistru.
55
In the last nationwide (Parliamentary) elections held in 2019, there were 2,141 PEBs, in the last Presidential election held in 2016 – 2,081.
56
According to the CEC Decision No. 4300 of 26 September 2020.
57
All of them under the jurisdiction of DEC 1.
58
The current CEC was appointed in June 2016.
59
In June 2019, the CEC composition was partly changed, following the resignation of the Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson, and a new
Chairperson, Deputy Chairperson and Secretary started their duties. The November elections were the second elections for the current composition of the CEC, after the 2019 General Local elections.
60
Art. 16-17 of the Electoral Code.
61
Art. 22 of the Electoral Code.
62
The Rules of Procedure allowed CEC members to participate in sessions remotely, and many of them used this opportunity.
63
No minutes were posted online during and even after the second round of the election (by the end of 2020, the last minutes of the CEC sessions
that were published were from 25 October).
64
PEB protocols were published as PDF documents of photos of the actual protocols.
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The performance of the CEC during the entire monitored election period and in the aspects
observed has been mostly efficient. The CEC implemented the necessary activities for organizing
the election in line with the timeframe established according to the legal provisions and
deadlines set therein. During the electoral period and starting from 15 August65, the CEC held
36 sessions. The CEC adopted 248 decisions during the entire election period66, most of which
related to the organization and administration of elections, whereas a number of decisions
were adopted with regards to adjusting the normative framework67. The CEC also issued seven
circular letters68.

Although the CEC managed the technical aspects of the electoral process efficiently, the overall
level of trust in its impartiality was seemingly hindered, due to its rather passive approach
to handling of complaints and legal notices69, as well as the level of disagreement amongst its
members on most pressing matters. As a part of the commitment to ensure transparency and
accountability of election processes, an election administration should perform its duties in
a politically impartial and administratively effective manner70. The CEC renders decisions by
majority vote of their members71. ENEMO EOM observed instances of polarization between CEC
members72, especially after the first round of the election, which posed a risk to the integrity of
this institution and the electoral process itself.
Additional safeguards should be put in place to guarantee the CEC’s independence and impartiality,
to improve public confidence in the election process. Consideration could be given to revising
decision-making procedures, in line with international good practice .

The CEC website contains information in the state language, while some information is also
provided in Russian74 and English language. The website also features resizable text and other
adjustable formats, to enhance readability for persons with visual impairments75. With regards
to social media activity of the CEC in these elections, only its Facebook account was updated
regularly.
On 15 August, CEC adopted the Electoral Calendar, CEC Decision No. 4103.
Before the first round (15 August – 30 October) - 217 decisions, in-between the two rounds - 26 decisions (4 November – 13 November),
after the second round (17 November – 23 November) - 5 decisions.
67
CEC Decisions No. 4151 of 1 September 2020, 4176 of 3 September 2020, 4191 of 9 September 2020. - For this electoral process, the CEC
has approved new regulations and/or amendments to a number of existing regulations: the activities of observers, media coverage, DEC’s and
PEB’s activity, candidate registration, etc. Also, in preparation for this electoral process, the CEC approved a specific decision on the additional
responsibilities of administrative authorities of central public administration authorities, local public authorities and institutions:
https://a.cec.md/ro/pentru-modificarea-punctului-9-al-regulamentului-privind-statutul-observatorilor-2751_97718.html
https://a.cec.md/ro/pentru-aprobarea-regulamentului-privind-reflectarea-campaniei-electorale-la-aleg-2751_97541.html
https://a.cec.md/ro/pentru-modificarea-regulamentului-privind-activitatea-consiliului-electoral-de-c-2751_97061.html
https://a.cec.md/ro/pentru-modificarea-regulamentului-privind-activitatea-birourilor-electorale-ale--2751_97062.html
68
CEC Circular Letters No. 8-2696 of 29 August 2020, 8-2784 of 11 September 2020, 8-2796 of 15 September 2020, 8-2840 of 20 September
2020, 8-3014 of 7 October 2020, 8-3173 of 27 October 2020, 8-3332 of 10 November 2020.
69
E.g., on 11 November, the CEC received a legal notice (sesizare) concerning undeclared costs for printing of promotional newspapers by
Igor Dodon. On its session of 13 November, the CEC postponed the consideration of this issue with a proposal to the submitter to re-submit
the notice as a formal complaint by 12:00 the next day, what in practice led to a postponement of the ruling on the legal notice until after the
elections, as the announced CEC session on 14 November was cancelled.
70
Section II.3.1 of the Code of Good Practice: “only transparency, impartiality and independence from politically motivated manipulation will
ensure proper administration of the election process, from the pre-election period to the end of the processing of results.”
71
Art. 18 of the Electoral Code.
72
On 5 November, even the CEC Chairperson expressed his discontent with “ethical, moral and professional behavior” of some CEC members
by posting a written statement about a lack of collegiality of the commission’s work. https://a.cec.md/ro/dr-dorin-cimil-presedinte-cec-activitatea-comisiei-electorale-centrale-2781_98137.html
73
Paragraph II.3.1.h of the Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters states that it is desirable that electoral commissions take decisions by a
qualified majority/consensus. Paragraph 80 of the Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters Explanatory Report recommends that “decisions [are] to be taken by a qualified (e.g., 2/3) majority, to encourage debate between the majority and at least one minority party. Reaching
decisions by consensus is desirable”.
74
The Constitution of Moldova, Art. 13 establishes that: “The State shall acknowledge and protect the right to the preservation, development
and use of the Russian language and other languages spoken within the territory of the State”.
75
Article 29 of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) requires states to “guarantee to persons with disabilities
political rights and the opportunity to enjoy them on an equal basis with others” and that “voting procedures, facilities and materials [shall
be] appropriate, accessible and easy to understand and use”.
65
66
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The CEC did not provide any formal recommendations to mitigate public health risks during
specific activities required to conduct the election, as the instructions on the organization and
carrying out of elections in the context of COVID-19 pandemic were issued by the NECPH76.
According to the CEC, this draft instruction was prepared by the commission staff and adopted
by the NECPH.

However, some measures of the NECPH were not fully in line with the electoral legislation, they
lacked clarity (for example, the use of a “priority passage” for voters with visible symptoms) and
unduly complicated certain aspects of the process (especially when it comes to institutionally
quarantined, hospitalized, and self-isolated voters). Particularly concerning were the powers
vested in the PEB chairman and the fact that the PEB Chairman had the sole authority to replace
other PEB members and even SAIS-E operators at any given moment, if they in his/her opinion
showed symptoms of the virus, what could have affected the overall voting process, especially
if not conducted in good faith. At the same time, the NECPH decision stated that voting starts
at 8:00, whereas the law prescribes that PSs open at 7:0077. The CEC did not show a proactive
approach to clarify these inconsistencies together with the NECPH.
The CEC and its Centre for Continuous Electoral Training (CCET) implemented an extensive
training program for election officials and other stakeholders well in advance of elections,
mostly online. The operations of the CEC staff were also affected by the necessity to follow
measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19, so new procedures for training of lower-level
commissions were established by the CCET, including online methods78. Additionally, special
trainings were organized for different stakeholders involved in the electoral process79.

ENEMO EOM notes that introduction of remote training sessions, especially in the pandemic
environment, was welcome, even if in some instances technical challenges affected the quality
of the process, as it was hard to track the participation of PEB members.
All election commission members at all levels should receive adequate training, and the system of
standardized tests for remote training sessions could be introduced.

The CCET prepared a voter information campaign for online and social media, covering
election procedures in-country and abroad, accessibility of polls for voters with disabilities,
and preventive measures against the spread of COVID-19. Videos and podcasts80 were a part of
the nationwide campaign81 to educate voters. Video spots in the state language were supported
by sign-language interpretation, as well as Russian and Gagauz subtitles. Printed campaign
materials were available in state language and four other languages82. The CCET maintained a
free hotline for voters’ inquiries, and on the eve of both rounds of the election, the number of
telephone operators was significantly increased83.
76
The instructions on Election Day procedures included specific rules and measures against spread of the disease, including social distancing
and provision of electoral officials and voters with personal protective equipment.
77
Art. 55 of the Electoral Code.
78
For this election, the CCET introduced a practice of Youtube/Zoom-webinars to instruct DEC/PEB members about all aspects of the electoral
process.
79
CCET trained several categories of beneficiaries (signature collectors, DEC and PEB members, SAIS-E operators) to organize and conduct the
Presidential election. CCET conducted two seminars with the participation of judges, with an aim to improve practical cooperation amongst
institutions. For the first time, the CCET conducted webinars for police officers too.
80
https://cicde.md/index.php?pag=news&id=1288&rid=2393&l=ro
81
Election educational and motivational videos were produced, as well as numerous different motivational events for various groups of voters
under the slogan: “Go Forward – Go for Vote”.
82
Gagauz, Romani, Russian, and Ukrainian.
83
From 8 to 35 operators, according to the CEC.
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The State Automated Information System “Elections” (SAIS-E) was tested before the Election
day and the system’s sub-modules “Voting” and “Counting” revealed no technical difficulties.
During both election days, the CEC’s website published real-time live updates on voter turnout
during E-Day and on preliminary results, during the counting, which contributed to increasing
the transparency of the process.

During the second-round election day, 15 November, the CEC Deputy Chairperson stated84 that
the Commission’ infrastructure was under multiple cyberattacks, which, however, did not cause
major problems85. ENEMO EOM observed an unstable work of Russian and English versions of
the CEC website86 during two time periods87, while the live turnout results worked without any
effect of the attacks.

District Electoral Councils (DECs)

A total of 36 DECs were established for this election. According to the Law, DECs are composed
by an odd number of members, between 7 and 1188, nominated by local courts and councils89, as
well as parliamentary parties. At all levels, political party representation in election commissions
should be proportional to their representation in the Parliament. Within three days from their
establishment, the DECs shall elect a chairperson, deputy chairperson and secretary among
their members by a secret ballot and inform the CEC about the results of the election90.
Among others, the main responsibilities of DECs were establishment of PEBs, providing them
with all necessary methodological and logistical support, handling eventual complaints against
PEBs’ activities, and tabulation of election results from PEBs under their jurisdiction. DEC
sessions were held on an ad hoc basis.
ENEMO assesses that, in general, DECs operated effectively and in a timely manner to organize
the election. However, in some instances, DECs were late in making their decisions publicly
available. ENEMO notes that a dedicated section on DECs’ decisions at the CEC webpage was
not in place for this election, which was the practice in the last two elections. A number of the
DECs have published their decisions in the webpages of municipalities where their offices were
located, but not all of them90. ENEMO considers this a step back in terms of transparency and
information provided to the public.

ENEMO considers the practice of publishing DEC decisions on the webpage of the CEC as a
positive experience from past elections that would have largely contributed to an increased
transparency of the overall election process.
All DEC decisions should be published online, to improve transparency of the elections. Consideration
could be given to amend the law to make the publication of DEC decisions at the CEC webpage
legally binding.

85
At the press-briefing held at 18:00 on 15 November, the CEC stated that the SAIS-E system has been subjected to multiple cyberattacks and
that they managed to fight them, with the support of governmental services, who ensure cybernetic security throughout the territory of the
Republic of Moldova. According to Mr. Șarban, these did not have a significant negative impact on the overall election process: https://www.
privesc.eu/Arhiva/92649/Alegeri-Prezidentiale-2020--Briefingul-Comisiei-Electorale-Centrale---ora-18-0
86
See Annex 2.4. CEC websites availability and the cyberattack.
87
From 11:38 until 14:33 and from 19:21 until 20:55.
88
Apart from DEC 1 that had 11 members, all other DECs had 9 members.
89
If courts or local councils did not nominate candidates, they were nominated by the CEC out of the persons recorded in the Registry of Election
Officials.
90
Art. 28 of the Electoral Code.
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The law does not provide for any legal deadline after which replacements of DEC members
are no longer allowed. However, according to the data available on the CEC webpage, only
limited number of replacements happened on the eve of the first round of the election, and one
replacement92 in-between the two rounds.
The representation of women at DEC level was high, as 212 DEC members were women, while
men constituted 114 members of these bodies93.

Precinct Electoral Bureaus (PEBs)

Polling stations are established by DECs at least 35 days prior to the Election Day, based on
recommendations by respective mayors . A polling station shall have between 30 and 3,000
voters, although this ceiling can be exceeded with up to 10 percent, at the proposal of respective
mayors. As a rule, polling stations are established in public property premises and are equipped
in such a way as to facilitate the access of senior citizens and persons with disabilities. Special
polling stations may also be established in hospitals, health resorts, maternity hospitals,
asylums, and homes for seniors. Such polling stations shall have at least 30 voters.

PEBs shall be established by DECs at least 25 days prior to elections (ending on 6 October
for the Presidential Election). PEBs were constituted by respective DECs, in fulfillment of the
requirements of the law of having at least 5 and maximum 11 members. PEBs are established
for each election95 and PEB members are nominated by local councils and parliamentary parties.

The CEC, in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration
established 139 polling stations abroad96, in 36 countries97. Numerous ENEMO interlocutors,
both from amongst political candidates, as well as civil society representatives, expressed
concerns regarding this decision, especially the accuracy of the methodology and data that the
CEC used to establish the number and locations of PSs abroad. According to the CEC’s decision,
the following three criteria were used to determine the number and location of PSs abroad: 1)
number of voters who participated in previous elections held in the national constituency; 2)
information about the number of pre-registered voters residing abroad; and 3) the information
obtained by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration from the competent
authorities of the countries of residence of the citizens of the Republic of Moldova, regarding
their number and place of residence.

Several interlocutors made allegations towards the pre-registration process being intentionally
fraudulent in the Russian Federation, with an outcome of artificially increasing the number of
pre-registered voters in order to have the basis to increase the number of PSs in this country.
ENEMO EOM considers that the lack of transparency in the decision-making process on this
issue contributed to these perceptions.
Decisions on the number and locations for polling stations abroad should be taken transparently
and based on a broad consultation with relevant stakeholders, well in advance of the election.
While most polling stations abroad were allotted the established maximum of 5,000 ballots,

The mission is aware of 8 out of 36 DECs posting decisions in the webpages of municipalities where these operated.
DEC 31, according to the CEC Decision No. 4501 of 13 November 2020.
93
With 17 out of 36 of DEC Chairs, 19 out of 36 of DEC Deputy Chairs, and 30 out of 36 of DEC Secretaries being women.
94
Art. 30 of the Electoral Code.
95
Art. 30 of the Electoral Code.
96
In the last nationwide (Parliamentary) elections held in 2019, there were 123 PEBs for out-of-country voting, in the last Presidential election
held in 2016 – 100.
97
CEC Decision No. 4300 of 26 September 2020.
91
92
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seven polling stations abroad ran out of ballot papers in the second round, due to a very high
turnout98 and many citizens were unable to vote.

Consideration could be given to establishing additional polling stations at relevant locations
abroad, whenever possible, instead of increasing the number of ballots to polling stations abroad
to up to 10,000.

The venue of eight PSs abroad was changed before the second round, to better organize voting
and ensure access for voters. Therefore, the DEC 1, in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and European Integration issued a Decision on the new addresses for the previously
established PSs. The MFA informed citizens about such changes in several countries100 through
its website and social media.
A total of 42 polling stations101 were specifically designated for voters residing in Transnistria102.
The establishment of polling stations for voters from Transnistria103 was the object of a formal
complaint from an electoral contestant104, who raised concerns on the criteria followed by
the CEC in establishing these polling stations and the transparency of the process. The courts
rejected the complaint on procedural grounds and left in force the CEC decisions.
At the same time, ENEMO EOM notes that in some of the localities105 designated to PSs for voters
residing in Transnistria, the local authorities resisted hosting the polling stations, citing concerns
about public health and the possibility of tensions within their communities. In three localities
of Causeni, the local authorities undertook formal decisions to prevent the establishment of the
respective polling stations, which were later dismissed by courts106.

In line with the judgment of the Constitutional Court of Moldova adopted on 13 December
2016107, CEC adopted the decision108 on limiting the transportation of voters from Transnistria
by political parties / electoral contestants109. It was a step forward to restrict possible voter
influence and vote buying, although Election day showed this measure not to eb entirely effective.
On Election day, allegations over organized transportation of voters led to road-blockages and
tensions which interfered with the voters’ freedom of movement and access to polling stations
in several areas.
Training for PEB members was organized ahead of the election. ENEMO EOM observed that

98
Frankfurt, Germany 1/349, Berlin, Germany 1/348, London, Great Britain 1/393, London, Great Britain 1/394, Montreuil, France 1/344,
Villeneuve-Saint-Georges, France 1/343, Parma, Italy 1/369.
99
In its Final Report on the election the CEC recommended to increase the maximum number of ballot papers abroad to 10,000.
100
https://mfa.gov.md/ro/content/alegeri-prezidentiale-2020
101
The number of such PSs increased from 30 PSs in the 2016 Presidential election, while a total of 47 PSs were established for the 2019
Parliamentary elections.
102
All of them were under DEC 37.
103
CEC Decision No. 4301 of 26 September 2020, DEC 37 Decision No. 4 of 26 September 2020.
104
Mr. Andrei Nastase.
105
Including: Hagimus, Varnița (Anenii Noi district), Răscăieți commune (Ștefan Vodă district), Gura Bâcului village (Anenii Noi district) and
Rezina town (Rezina district).
106
Courts cancelled the decisions of the Gura Bîcului, Hagimus and Răscăieţi local councils to deny premises to the PSs for Transnistrian voters.
107
The issue of the organized transportation and alleged corruption of voters domiciled on the left bank of Nistru river has been mentioned
in the Judgment of the Constitutional Court of Moldova, www.constcourt.md/libview.php?l=en&idc=7&id=926&t=/Media/News/Results-ofPresidential-Election-Confirmed-bythe-Constitutional-Court-of-Moldova
108
CEC Decision No. 4390 of 20 October 2020.
109
According to the decision, it was prohibited to provide people with transportation during election day in vehicles with the capacity of more
than 8 seats. It was also prohibited to transport the voters to the polling station in order to determine them to vote for one of the candidates
and to carry out the road transport operator or taxi, according to agreements with third parties other than the passenger/voter, except in the
case of voters with disabilities.
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commission members seemed overall satisfied with the content and quality of the online
training. Nonetheless, lack of emphasis on election day procedures with a special emphasis
on precautions to guarantee safe voting with regards to COVID pandemic was also noted. As
a result, on the eve of the Election day, DECs and CCET Call Center110 had many inquiries from
PEB members concerning the implementation of the NECPH instructions. The 2002 Venice
Commission Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters recommends that members of electoral
commissions must receive standard training111. ENEMO EOM notes that training was accessible
online to all PEB members at any given moment. More than 4,600 PEB members attended in
person trainings, more than 3,500 participated in webinars, of which 1,200 were PEB members
from outside the country, according to the CCET112.

ENEMO observers assessed the conduct of PEBs as mostly efficient113, with some procedural
irregularities, assessed as not having negatively affected the overall process. Many PEBs did not
exactly follow the CEC’s instruction114 and video cameras were being used during the voting
process, often being positioned towards ballot boxes, in a high number of observed polling
stations.

The CCET established the Informational Call Centre for voters to consult on voting procedures.
Guideline II 3.1 (g).
112
The data is relevant to the period before the first round. The CCET did not organize trainings for PEB members in-between the two rounds.
113
For more details, refer to the Election Day(s) section.
114
CEC Decision No. 2821 of 17 October 2019 for modifying the Instruction issued by the CEC Decision No. 2265 of 8 February 2019. On 28 October
2020, the CEC issued a brief press-release on a video recording system in polling stations saying that in the second round the system will work in the
same way as in the first one.
110
111
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IV. REGISTRATION OF VOTERS
Moldova has a passive voter registration system. Citizens of at least 18 years of age by Election
Day are eligible to vote, except for those legally deprived of this right by a final court decision115.
Voters who for health reasons or any other justified case (patients staying at home, seniors,
etc.) are unable to vote directly at the polling station, have the possibility to submit a request
and vote at their place of stay. Mobile voting was also provided for voters who were homebound
or in hospitals, due to COVID circumstances.

Voter lists (VLs) were compiled based on information in the State Register of Voters116, which
is extracted from the State Population Register, maintained by the Public Service Agency117.
VLs included all voters who have a domicile or a residence in a given precinct. The data and
information contained by the State Register of Voters were designed exclusively for election
processes and were accessible on the CEC website118, each voter having access119 to her/his
private data only. Representatives of candidates also had the right to verify the correctness of
the voter list120 and to contest them.

Citizens may submit a complaint, or a correction request in case they notice discrepancies
or mistakes in their personal data (or if they are not included in the VLs). The last day for
requesting corrections was the day preceding Election day. Requests for corrections to the list
of voters should be examined within 24 hours by the relevant EMB, and its decision can be
appealed in the court if the request is rejected. The CEC generates VLs through the SAIS-E,
which was used on Election days to identify voters and check against multiple voting121.

Voters living abroad are still included in the voter lists associated with their former residence
or domicile. Although this is consistent with national legislation, it results in VLs not accurately
reflecting the number of eligible voters physically residing in the country.
National authorities should continue efforts to improve the accuracy and reliability of the voter
list, by updating the registers with current information from various authorities, including the
data on abroad voters.
While positively assessing the amendments that provide an opportunity for election contestants to
audit the VL, ENEMO deems that consideration could be given to extending this right also to election
observers. Such a measure would further increase transparency and trust of voters in the voter list.

Paragraph 24 of the 1990 OSCE Copenhagen Document provides that “any restriction on rights and freedoms must, in a democratic society, relate to
one of the objectives of the applicable law and be strictly proportionate to the aim of that law”.
116
Introduced in 2014, the State Register of Voters is centralized and maintained by the CEC.
117
This institution is responsible for updating the State Population Register on an everyday basis.
118
http://liste.cec.md
119
Voter lists were made available to voters to verify their individual data at polling stations and on the CEC website (using a voter’s ID) from 20 days
before election day for the first round.
120
Art. 45 of the Electoral Code.
121
Additionally, voters who were included in the supplementary VL were required to sign a self-declaration document against multiple voting, based on
a template adopted by the CEC Decision No. 4374 of 17 October 2020.
115
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According to the CEC122, as of 8 October, the number of eligible voters was 3,287,140123. The
Electoral Code does not contain any provisions with regards to rights of voters’ who reach the
voting age between the two rounds of a Presidential election. This issue was not regulated by
the CEC in this election and therefore left space for being differently applied by PEB members124.
Voters from Transnistria125 and those without a registered address were not included in the
main VL and were recorded in the supplementary VLs on the Election day.

Before the Election day, voters could apply for the absentee voting certificate126. In-between the
two rounds, the CEC and CCET informed voters about the possibility to vote in another polling
station, with a new absentee certificate127, as well as reminding all voters that they needed to
request mobile voting again for the second round, if they were unable to go to a PS, as the
requests made in the first round were no longer valid.

Printed copies of the VL from the first round were used for the second round128. For the first
round the CEC printed 2,934,017 ballot papers129 (2,168,620 in the state language, 765,397 in
Russian)130 and additional 556,000 ballot papers131 for voters abroad. For the second round,
the CEC decided132 to increase the number of ballots to be printed and distributed to polling
stations abroad133 (115,500 more than in the first round).

Seniors, voters admitted to health institutions, and those in detention centers and prisons
could request mobile voting134. In view of COVID-19 pandemic, mobile voting was extended
to voters in quarantine or with symptoms of respiratory diseases. Mobile voting has also been
provided for voters who exhibited or were suspected of having most common COVID symptoms
during temperature checks before 15:00 on Election day. After 15:00 those voters with visible
symptoms could vote, using a “priority passage”135.

https://a.cec.md/ro/numarul-total-de-alegatori-inscrisi-in-registrul-de-stat-2781_97882.html
1232,793,322 voters were included in the main voter lists for the first round and 2,789,010 for the second. From the total number of voters:
2,798,306 were assigned to administrative-territorial units of level II in the country - voters with registered residence or domicile; 256,203
voters from Transdniestria; 232,631 voters registered without domicile or a residence, including those who have emigrated abroad.
124
On the second round Election day, ENEMO observers asked PEB members if voters who turned 18 between the two rounds were eligible to
vote. Most of them answered that these voters could vote, in a few instances observers were informed that these voters did not have the right to
vote. While the Mission has no evidence of any voter that turned 18 between the rounds being disenfranchised, this discrepancy demonstrates
a different understanding among PEB members on the rule and might have led to different implementation in practice.
125
Voting at PSs 37/1-37/42, according to the DEC 37 Decision No. 4 of 26 September 2020.
126
Art. 44 of the Electoral Code states that if a voter has changed her/his domicile or residence during the period after the voters’ lists were developed and before the date of elections, the PEB from the previous domicile, upon the request of the voter and based on the identity document
accepted for voting, shall issue the voter a certificate confirming the right to vote.
127
https://a.cec.md/ro/cec-precizeaza-modalitatile-de-votare-pentru-turul-al-doilea-2781_98133.html
128
An additional column for voters’ signatures for the second round had already been included.
129
Art. 54 of the Electoral Code states that ballot papers shall be printed no later than 3 days prior to election in a quantity corresponding to
the number of voters.
130
https://a.cec.md/ro/cec-a-dat-start-tiparirii-buletinelor-de-vot-pentru-2781_97991.html
131
467,600 in the state language, 88,400 in Russian ballot papers were printed for voting abroad. https://a.cec.md/ro/pentru-cetatenii-cudrept-de-vot-ai-republicii-moldova-2781_97889.html
132
CEC Decision No. 4472 of 4 November 2020.
133
583,100 in the state language, 88,400 in Russian ballot papers were printed for abroad voting.
134
Voters submitted applications for mobile voting within two weeks before the Election day. On the Election day, such applications together
with a medical certificate were submitted until 15:00.
135
NECPH Decision No. 34 of 13 October 2020.
122
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V. REGISTRATION OF CANDIDATES
Any citizen of Moldova, that is eligible to vote, of at least 40 years of age, who has resided in
Moldova for a minimum of ten years and possesses a proficiency in the state language is eligible
to stand for election. The legislation does not elaborate how, if at all, a candidate’s command of
the state136 language is assessed.

Candidate nominations take place from 60 to 30 days before the Election day. Prospective
candidates are put forward through self-nomination, by a political party, or an electoral bloc. To
be registered as a contestant, every eligible candidate must submit to the CEC a list of supporting
signatures137. As it is stated in different international conventions, “if a candidate is required to
have a minimum number of supporters for nomination, this requirement should be reasonable
and not act as a barrier to candidacy”138.

The required number of supporting signatures in Moldova is relatively low139 in comparison
to other practices. Each candidate is required to submit between 15,000 and 25,000 voters’
signatures from at least 18 level two administrative units, with at least 600 signatures from
each given unit. However, a voter can only support one candidate, which is a restriction that
challenges political pluralism140.
The law should be amended to allow voters to sign in support of more than one candidate during
the signature collection process, in line with international standards.

13 initiative groups, representing as many possible candidates, have initially registered with the
CEC. However, the signature collection proved to be burdensome, especially for independent
candidates, as three of the four candidates that could not gather the required number of signatures
were independent. The only formally independent candidate contesting in this election was the
incumbent President, Mr. Dodon, who was de facto widely and openly supported by PSRM. In
an overall inclusive process, eight of the nine candidates that presented supporting signatures
to the CEC were registered as contestants.

Supporters’ signature lists submitted to CEC by candidates for contestants undergo various
checks, including for fake and invalid supporting signatures. After the removal of invalid
signatures, if the total number of signatures drops under the legal requirement, the candidate
will not be registered. The process of collection of signatures was even more challenging for
this election due to the COVID pandemic. Five candidates submitted complaints with regards to
candidate registration to the Chisinau Court of Appeals and one of them went to the Supreme
Court. Even after the judicial review, none of them was registered as a contestant. These
complaints mostly referred to problems in signature collection that candidates faced due to the
ongoing pandemic.
Procedures for verifying supporting signatures should be clarified to ensure transparency,
consistency, and legal certainty at all stages.

136
Art. 13 of the Constitution declares that “The State language of the Republic of Moldova is the Moldovan language based on the Latin alphabet”.
137
Art.113 of the Electoral Code.
138
UN (CCPR): General Comment No. 25: The Right to Participate in Public Affairs, Voting Rights and the Right to Equal Access to Public Service
(Art. 25), para. 17.
139
Paragraph I.1.1.3.i of the Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters of the Venice Commission states that “The law should not require collection of the signatures of more than 1% of voters in the constituency concerned.”
140
Paragraph 3 of the 1990 OSCE Copenhagen Documents states that participating States “recognize the importance of pluralism with regard to
political organizations”. See also Paragraph 77 of the OSCE/ODIHR Guidelines on Political Party Regulation which states, “in order to enhance
pluralism and freedom of association, legislation should not limit a citizen to signing a supporting list for only one party”.
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The signature lists of two candidates were challenged, and they were registered after showing
that a number of signatures, initially deemed invalid were instead valid. This has uncovered
flaws in the signature verification process, which is open to discretion and human error, and it
can be used in a discretionary manner, resulting in possible unjustified prevention of candidates
to stand for the election. Consequently, following the examination of documents and collected
signatures, eight candidates were registered by the CEC141.

Candidates meeting the requirements should be registered within seven days of the submission of nominations. The CEC reviewed all the
nomination documents within the deadline.

141
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VI. ELECTION CAMPAIGN AND CAMPAIGN
FINANCE
Campaign environment
As the electoral law regulates142, contestants can officially start campaigning only upon
registration by the Central Election Commission. Following registration, the right to campaign
is granted to parties and electoral blocks, candidates and their authorized representatives,
socio-political organizations and to citizens of the Republic of Moldova143.

The campaign for the first round of the election started on 2 October and ended on 30 October,
when the electoral silence before the first round started. The Election Code does not determine
when the campaign resumes after the first round of the election, yet candidates mostly respected
the principle of starting their campaigns following the announcement of official results144.

The Electoral Code prohibits campaigning between the deadline for registering candidates and
the start of the official campaign. However, as the deadline for submitting signature lists is one
day before the start of the campaign, a potential late registration of a candidate (due to the time
it takes the CEC to verify signatures or potential appeals in case the CEC does not register a
candidate), it is possible that one or more candidates start their campaign later than the other
contestants, which brings them into an unequal position. This is contrary to best practice145 and
such exact situation happened in this election to two candidates146.
Timeframes should be streamlined to allow for all deadlines concerning the registration of
candidates to expire by the official start of the campaign period, so that all electoral candidates
can start campaigning on the same date, thereby providing a more even playing field.

Few and unclear provisions regarding campaigning are included in the Electoral Code while
other provisions seem to be too restrictive. The concept of campaigning, for example, is too
narrow147 to include certain instances that may be viewed as campaigning (and do not include
an "urge" to vote), such as concerts or the participation of high-ranking state officials in their
respective political parties' activities. The Electoral Code, on the other hand, contains undue
limits on the use of national symbols and images, which restricts freedom of expression148 and
is at odds with international norms on freedom of expression149.

In order to include all instances and aspects of the notion of campaigning, including the second
round, a more detailed and inclusive definition of electoral campaigning should be provided in
the legal framework. Consideration should be given to removing limitations on campaigns (such
as the use of national symbols and images) in order to bring the law in line with international
standards on freedom of expression.

Art. 52, para. 4 of the Electoral Code, “Electoral campaigning shall be allowed only after the candidate was registered by the electoral body.”
Article 52, paragraph 1 of the Electoral Code
144
CEC decision no. 4446, 4 November
145
The Venice Commission Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters, I.1.3.v.
146
Octavian Ticu and Dorin Chirtoaca were registered on 5 October.
147
“the preparatory actions aimed at disseminating information that contain the go to vote message and has the goal to determine the voters to
vote for some or other electoral competitors” as defined in Article 1, General Terms of the Electoral Code
148
guaranteed in Article 32 of the Constitution of Moldova
149
1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) Articles 19 and 25; 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 19;
1990 Copenhagen Document, paragraph 7.7.
142
143
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ENEMO observed that candidates overall respected the principle of starting their campaigns
following their official registration. However, the narrowly defined notion of a campaigning
leaves room for disguised pre-campaigning when messages presented to citizens do not directly
invite them to vote150 for a particular candidate. According to several interlocutors, candidates
used the signature collection period to promote themselves to voters before their formal
registration.

The Electoral Code should prescribe requirements and provide the CEC with the means to impose
proportional sanctions against possible early campaigning.
Freedom of assembly was respected during the campaign. The campaigning started rather lowkey but intensified as the first round Election day approached. Door-to-door activities, meetings
with voters and some rallies, flyers, newspapers, and posters and a number of billboards and
banners became visible throughout the campaign. A considerable amount of paid campaign
ads on social media, namely Facebook and YouTube were also noticed, even in the early stages
of the campaign.

Overall, the electoral campaign before the first round was peaceful and calm, although it took
place in a polarized political environment. Instances of the use of offensive language or negative
campaign152 tactics were used by contestants to discredit their opponents. Before the second
round, negative campaign tactics, including the use of sexist language and gender stereotyping153
towards Maia Sandu, as well as instances of homophobic language154, were observed155.
Dissemination of black PR materials156, especially on social networks157 and online media were
also noted, contributing to further raising of tensions in a highly polarized environment.

Political polarization remains a defining feature of Moldovan politics, which was especially
evident in the period before the second round of the election. Such polarization frequently
eclipsed policy debates and candidate’s platform discussions. Both candidates often directed
their criticism towards the opponent rather than their electoral platforms, which characterized
the campaign as negative in tone. No debates were held between the two candidates during the
second round. Given the opposed positions of candidates in platforms that they represented
and the geopolitical courses they advocated, most candidates who did not qualify for the second
round of the election took clear positions and opted to support one of the participants in the
second round. Renato Usatii, who was the third most popular candidate in the first round was
particularly vocal in calling voters not to vote for the incumbent president. His claims that he
was openly threatened and blackmailed158 in order to provide support to Mr. Dodon increased
the tension in the overall campaign environment.
Article 1, chapter 1 of Electoral Code
Mr. Dodon used banners only in the last days of the campaign.
152
Mr. Usatii’s rally in Cantemir (3/10/2020) and Glodeni (4/10/2020), the use of inflammatory and offensive language against Dodon and
the use of such language in at least 3 public campaigning events; Opponents are being called “mentally disabled” “incapable”, “liars'' etc. Also,
negative campaigning at Sandu’s rally in Cantemir (4/10/2020), against Igor Dodon and others.
153
The traditionalist patriarchal rhetoric was also actively used (that a woman cannot be a good leader and cannot provide for the country and
similar).
154
https://t.me/PravdaGagauzia/2389
https://www.jurnal.md/ro/news/490e37ca86cc490a/dodon-o-ataca-dur-pe-sandu-nu-particip-la-marsuri-gay-cum-a-participat-ea-pas-dodon-arata-cine-genereaza-stiri-false.html
155
Defamatory messages targeting Maia Sandu claimed that her election would lead to closing of schools and hospitals, ruin of Moldovan farmers, degrade the church, cause a war in Transnistria and that she would advocate for the “gay ideology”.
156
Leaflets printed in both Russian and State language, explaining what is going to happen “if Maia Sandu wins”. On November 12, a number of
media outlets reported that Igor Dodon's headquarters were distributing fake PAS booklets.
157
ENEMO noticed YouTube channels, two of which were established in October 2020, clearly with a purpose to spread black PR against presidential candidates and which have also used advertising to spread their messages. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH-CkjX-q2t-c0JzjM4svQg/videos https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc50St_JfDFUz2V6O--2chw/videos https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCheCgKCmk-3XxOUR88nhngg/videos
158
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=961020087754616&ref=watch_permalink
150
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The Electoral Code offers certain safeguards prohibiting the use of public resources for electoral
gain159. However, during the electoral process for the President, the legal framework does not
prescribe a refraining period to the members of central and local governments, which normally
continue their activities without any form of limitation. Such lack of limitations permits
institutional activities and decisions of the central and local governments, which may affect the
electoral campaign for the President. In this context, different interlocutors raised the concern
of central and local governments' bias towards certain candidates and their open and public
support to them.

The Electoral Code includes provisions against the abuse of office, or administrative resources160
during an election period161, and only a small number of formal complaints were filed with the
CEC in this regard162. ENEMO EOM noticed instances of use of the advantages of the incumbency or
office163, possible pressure on public and private employees164, the involvement of ecclesiastical
authorities in the campaign165 and similar in both election rounds. Allegations of vote buying166,
an increased involvement of public officials (especially mayors167), approving of Government
subsidies to public sector employees168, misuse of administrative resources169 and abuse of
office were expressed as concerning by EOM interlocutors, bringing into question fair and equal
campaigning conditions. As the campaign progressed, aspects of functioners’ campaign were
noticed more frequently, as many public officials actively campaigned or endorsed candidates
before the second round again.
Provisions relating to the abuse of administrative resources and similar means of voter influence
should be clarified, in order to allow for an appropriate enforcement mechanism to deter these
abuses, enable a level playing field among candidates, and ensure the separation of state and party.

The COVID-19 pandemic and public health concerns significantly altered the style and methods
of campaigning. Restrictions170 caused the campaigns to be redirected more to the media
Art. 52, para. 7 of the Electoral Code
“administrative resources are human, financial, material, in natura and other immaterial resources enjoyed by both incumbents and civil
servants in elections, deriving from their control over public sector staff, finances and allocations, access to public facilities as well as resources
enjoyed in the form of prestige or public presence that stem from their position as elected or public officers and which may turn into political
endorsements or other forms of support.” as defined by Venice Commission’s “Joint Guidelines for Preventing and Responding to the Misuse of
Administrative Resources during Electoral Processes” (2016)
161
Article 52, paragraph 7
162
For example: Complaint No. 10, dated on 21/10/20202, from Octavian Țîcu, a candidate nominated by PUN, vs. Igor Dodon, and similar. See
more in complaints and appeals section.
163
Irina Vlah, Governor of Gagauzia supporting the incumbent President; Taking credit for increased pensions and many infrastructural works is
noticeable by the incumbent President on several occasions. Also, Dodon allegedly misused administrative resources during his three meetings
during working hours at state-owned enterprises Red-Nord, CET-Nord and Balti-Gaz; According to interlocutors, civil servants from Rayon
council in Calarasi were allegedly involved in distribution of campaign materials in the office of one of the mayors; public officials from Floresti
were allegedly involved in organization of different meetings with their subordinates aimed at ensuring their support for Igor Dodon.
164
Multiple cases of reported pressures on public sector employees and those of large companies to attend campaign events (Vulcanesti, Comrat, Balti, Chisinau) etc. in favor of Igor Dodon. On Sunday, 07th of November, Igor Dodon held a meeting in Balti with about 1,000 participants,
who are mostly employees of different state enterprises (about 60-100 persons from each of them: Red Nord, CET Nord, MoldovaGaz, Balti Gaz,
MoldTelecom, Balti Gaz, Moldovan Post etc.) and were allegedly pressured to come to the meeting. Mr. Dodon addressed agricultural leaders
arguing that if he would not win the election, they would not have the possibility to access the Russian market anymore.
165
Examples include: Dodon’s rally in Vulcanesti (6/10/2020), where local priest thanked Dodon for supporting the Orthodox church and giving
state money for building new church in Vulcanesti, as well as a rally on 11/10/2020 from the same candidate where a priest participated in
the meeting in Comrat. Also, Mr. Dodon attended the liturgy together with the governor of Gagauzia on 8 November addressing church officials
and gathered citizens.
166
According to the EOM interlocutor, following the 1st round of the election, PSRM mayors and local officials in Floresti were instructed to offer
people different goods in return of their vote for the incumbent president (e.g., the coal).
167
The President of the Raion Council and PSRM Branch in Ungheni, declared that 70 mayors signed declarations in support of Igor Dodon.
168
By the end of this year, over 180,000 employees will receive salary subsidies provided by law, amounting to up to 50% of the basic salary. For
the implementation of the project, the Government will allocate from the state budget about 520 million lei.
https://gov.md/ro/content/guvernul-decis-acordarea-premiului-anual-angajatilor-din-sectorul-bugetar
169
A deputy of the People's Assembly of Gagauzia (former PDM) made a public statement in which he accused the authorities of Gagauzia of
large-scale use of administrative resources and coercion to vote.
170Restrictions to campaigning included a ban on political rallies gathering over 50 people in open public places and 3 people in closed places.
159
160
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(both traditional and online, especially social networks). Many interlocutors pointed out that
restricted face-to-face campaigning due to pandemic made it difficult to reach voters, stressing
out that their political rights (right to campaign) are thus significantly limited. ENEMO raises
concerns about the fact that regulations and measures issued by the NECPH and other public
authorities regarding safety conditions for campaigning were not followed, as it is noticeable
that in many cases, pre-election rallies were held without respecting the prescribed measures
(either by contestants, or participants of rallies, or both), and that the number of participants
significantly exceeded the allowed number.171

Many interlocutors also raised concerns if Transnistria-based voters had equal access to
campaign messages, as candidates and their supporters were not able to campaign in this
region, and therefore voters from this region were limited in making an informed choice on
Election day.

Campaign Finance

Party and campaign financing is regulated by several legal acts including the Election Code,
the Law on Political Parties, the Law on Administrative Offences, the Law on the Court of
Accounts, the Criminal Code, and supplemented by CEC regulations. The nationwide ceiling for
the campaign fund of a contestant in the amount of 0.05% of the state budget, was established
to the total amount of 18,925,50 MDL172. Introduction of private donations from abroad173
and lowering the ceiling for donations from individuals and legal entities174 are all provisions
introduced in August 2019’s amendments to the Law and thus being applied for the first time
in a presidential election175.
The Electoral Code requires that all financial activities of contestants be conducted through
a specific electoral bank account opened for the electoral campaign176. Within 3 days after
opening the account “Election Fund” the contestant shall submit the first financial report to the
Central Electoral Commission. After the initial report, each contestant must continue to submit
weekly reports177 and a final report, 48 hours before election day. However, reports are not
accompanied by supporting documents.
In order to increase transparency of campaign finance, electoral contestants could inform the
electorate about their expenses and donations received regularly, besides the formal and obligatory
weekly reports.

All campaign financing costs must go through the dedicated bank account. Six candidates
opened such an account on time, whereas two candidates could not open an electoral bank
account on time,178 which severely brought into question the transparency and oversight of
these candidates’179 campaign finance.

ENEMO observers reported that the number of those present at rallies often exceeded several hundreds. Examples: Igor Dodon’s rallies:
in Gagauzia (11/10/2020, 1200 estimated participants), 14/10/2020 (400 participants in Chisinau and 6/10/2020, (450 estimated participants). Maia Sandu’s rally in Leova (4/10/2020), 200 estimated participants. Renato Usatii’s rally in Vulcanesti (4/10/2020), 200 estimated
participants, and at least 17 more examples that the number of participants exceeds prescribed limits.
172
Established by CEC Decision Nr. 4153 from September 1.
173
To the maximum amount of three average monthly salaries.
174
To the amount of 6 and 12 average monthly salaries, respectively.
175
Article 41, paragraph 2 b of Electoral Code
176
Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Law No. 667, dated 08/12/1997, amended, “The Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova”, Art. 41,
“Terms and Conditions of Financial Support for Electoral campaigns”.
177
Law No. 667, dated 08/12/1997, amended, “The Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova”, Art. 43, “Reports on Electoral campaign Financing”.
178
Victoria Bank terminated its contract with candidate Violeta Ivanov. In total, 4 banks declined candidate’s requests for account opening
whilst other ones did not reply. In the other candidate’s case (Dorin Chirtoaca) the reason for not opening the account was bureaucratic delay
(as reported by the candidate).
179
Violeta Ivanov and Dorin Chirtoaca
171
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Initiative groups are established to support a candidate for the position of the President of the
Republic of Moldova180. Financing of initiative groups of electoral competitors shall comply with
the same requirement that all expenses shall be covered out of the “Election Fund” account.181
According to the CEC website, seven182 out of thirteen registered initiative groups submitted
weekly reports which indicated their financing activities by 25 September183, four groups184 did
not report any expenses, while two groups185 did not submit financial reports, nor statements
of the absence of expenses.
One matter that created a dispute between election contestants and the CEC was the Circular
that aimed to regulate donations and expenditures of election contestants. On 15 September,
the CEC issued a Circular signed by the Deputy Chairperson186, which limited party financing
of campaigns, by pointing out that political parties are not defined in the legal framework as
contestants in the Presidential election. This significantly lowered the ceiling for donations
by equating and limiting parties’ donations to those of other legal entities187. However, not all
contestants observed the interpretation of the Circular.
ENEMO believes that it is not a good practice to adopt “regulations” that limit contestants’ rights
in the middle of the election period. The adoption of such acts in the middle of the election
seriously jeopardizes the course of the election process, bearing in mind the fact that the
fundraising period for the campaign is short and limits the spending of previously raised funds
for campaign purposes.
The law should be amended to clarify the role of political parties supporting a candidate for the
Presidency and regulate limits for donations by parties to candidates.

After the date of the second round of the election is set, the "Electoral Funds" of electoral
contestants entering the second round are unlocked188 and the balance in these accounts can be
used for campaigning. ENEMO notes that this newly introduced regulation189 is a positive step
towards ensuring a level playing field regarding the timeframe for campaigning in the second
round, to some extent filling the gap for the lack of legal provisions regulating the start of the
second round. Both candidates provided their weekly reports on the funding of their electoral
campaigns to the CEC according to legal deadlines.
The CEC concluded190 that some of the individual donors of electoral contestants191 in the last
three years (2017-2019) did not have any source of income declared to the State Tax Service
(STS) or had declared a lower income than the donated amount. CEC maintained its point of
view formulated in its previous decision192 that it does not have the functional tools to be able to
Electoral Code, Article 114, paragraph 1
Electoral Code, Article 41, paragraph 4
182
Renato Usatii, Andrei Nastase, Maia Sandu, Violeta Ivanov, Octavian Ticu, Igor Dodon, Constantin Oboroc.
183
within the legal deadline
184
Tudor Deliu, Andrian Candu, Dorin Chirtoaca and Sergiu Toma
185
Costas Ion and Kalinin Alexandr
186
Central Electoral Commission, Circular No. 2796, dated 15/09/2020, "On how to receive donations and make expenditures by electoral
contestants in the Presidential election of November 1, 2020".
187
The ceiling is 98000 MDL.
188
In the case of organizing the second round of presidential election, after the date of the second round is established, the account with the
mention “Electoral Fund” of the competitor that enters the second round is unlocked and the balance in this account is used for election campaign dedicated to the second round of election (CEC decision no. 4428 of 25.10.2020).
189
Decision no. 4428 of the CEC, date 25.10.202.
190
Examining the data from the reports submitted for the situation of October 23, 2020 and October 30, 2020 and reporting them to the information presented by State Tax Service (STS).
191
Renato Usatii, Andrei Nastase, Tudor Deliu, Igor Dodon, Violeta Ivanov, Maia Sandu and Octavian Țîcu.
192
The CEC Decision no. 4401 of October 23, 2020.
180
181
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investigate and examine in-depth the origin of the donations. Since related legislation lacks legal
mechanisms to ensure compliance with the provisions set out in the Electoral Code193 ENEMO
raises concerns that the inefficiency and limitations of the control mechanisms for campaign
financing leave room for abuse and inadequate transparency of campaign financing.

On 11 November, the CEC received a legal notice194 (sesizare) concerning undeclared costs for
printing of promotional newspapers195 by Mr. Igor Dodon. Another appeal on the same matter
was filed196 to the CEC by Renato Usatii, requesting sanctions for this candidate. After analyzing
the evidence provided, including police’s findings, the CEC rejected the allegations made198, as
the presented facts were not confirmed.
The CEC should be allocated sufficient resources to conduct comprehensive monitoring of electoral
campaign finance and coordinate with other state institutions whenever necessary. A methodology
should be developed with dedicated trained individuals or a dedicated department within the CEC,
to monitor not only income of electoral contestants (i.e., donations to their electoral funds), but
also to verify declared expenses and their adequacy to concrete campaign events and means of
campaigning. The CEC, which has an array of sanctions at its disposal listed in the Electoral Code,
should not limit its sanctions to repeated, non-dissuasive warnings.

According to Art. 41 of the Electoral Code, the amount of the donation must be correlated with the amount of income earned by a person.
CEC-7/10863.
195
Ms. Olesea Stamate, the representative with consultative voting rights in the Central Electoral Commission of the electoral contestant Maia
Sandu claimed that electoral agitation newspapers of the electoral contestant Igor Dodon were illegally printed during the electoral campaign at the State Publishing House “Universul”. On the footer of the newspaper, it is written that it has a circulation of 55000, but allegedly,
hundreds of thousands have been printed.
196
In this appeal it is mentioned that 2 million newspapers have been printed for the 2nd round of election, with an estimated price of 2 LEI
per unit: and for the 1st round – 3 million printed. For a total of 5 million newspapers, more than 10 million LEI have been spent, a number 3
times higher than the total amount of financial expenses declared by the contestant Igor Dodon.
197
CEC by Renato Usatii on November 12th https://a.cec.md/storage/ckfinder/files/Contesta%C8%9Bia%2015%C3%A2.pdf
198
https://a.cec.md/ro/referitor-la-declaratiile-facute-pe-retelele-sociale-de-catre-2781_98200.html?fbclid=IwAR2xL0ujfBu3Lejaa9kaZUxe84KlAA8M2da4D4kJ0ZILIkyvUj6h6ccsBxU
193
194
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VII. MEDIA
While conduct of media during election campaigns is crucial for the electors to be able to form
an informed opinion on contestants and their platforms in every election, media takes upon an
even more important role under the COVID-19 pandemic which has forced most countries to
adopt strict restrictive measures aimed at protecting public health and, thus, restricting some
civil rights and liberties. These measures affected the type and size of electoral events that
candidates could hold during the campaigning, thus increasing the role of the media and their
impartiality even more.
The media landscape in Moldova is diverse, with a relatively high number of broadcasters and
high internet penetration, while the print media is in decline. However, pluralism is challenged
by lack of financial means for local media and independent alternatives. Although television
remains the primary source of political information, online media, including social media,
provide an increasingly prominent source of news and their use for purposes of electoral
campaigns seems to be on the rise, whether as a way of communicating directly with voters or
as a platform for targeted political advertising. Concentration of media ownership remains a
major concern, as a number of outlets are owned by individuals with supposedly close ties to
politicians or political parties.

Both freedom of speech and right to information are guaranteed under the Constitution199.
Media interlocutors have cited difficulties in accessing information, mainly because of the
shortcomings and poor enforcement of the Law on Protection of Personal Data. The IEOM is not
aware of any attacks on journalists recorded in 2020.

Requirements for media coverage of election campaigns, that include the obligation to provide
fair, balanced, and impartial coverage, are set out in the Electoral Code200. Contestants can benefit
from a limited amount of free airtime to present their programs in national broadcasters and
free airtime for advertising in public broadcasters. The conduct of broadcasters is regulated by
the 2019 Code for Audiovisual Media Services201, while their conduct during election campaigns
is regulated by the Electoral Code202 and relevant regulations of the CEC203.
The IEOM observed an intense campaign in social media, including online advertising. This
raises concerns on both undue influence of voters, as well as possible unreported campaign
expenses, since online media, including social networks, are not monitored by the authorities.
Dissemination of black PR against some candidates was observed on social media by the IEOM204,
increasing in intensity for the second round, especially as Election Day approached.

Steps should be taken to monitor online media, including social media, to both address fake news,
black PR, and online disinformation, and identify possible costs involved with paid advertising and
their source.

Articles 32 and 34.
Article 69.
201
Code for Audiovisual Media Services, adopted by Law 174, dated 8 November 2018, and entered into force on 1 January 2019.
202
Articles 69 and 70.
203
The CEC adopted the “Regulation for the coverage of the electoral campaign for the November 1st presidential elections in mass media of
the Republic of Moldova”, on 1 September 2020.
204
The IEOM has identified at least two YouTube channels that seem to have been established with the specific purpose of denigrating candidates during the elections. Both these channels were opened during the campaign and the posted content attempted to denigrate candidates.
No new content has been posted after the election. See here and here.
199
200
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Broadcasters had an obligation to submit to the Audiovisual Council their editorial policies for
covering the election campaign205 and types of coverage they would conduct206, an obligation
most of them complied with, within the deadline207. The broadcasters also reported to the CA on
the volume of broadcasts about the campaigning on a weekly basis. Besides those self-declaring,
the Audiovisual Council monitored the conduct of 15 broadcasters208 and submitted bi-weekly
reports to the CEC on the findings209.
The monitoring of the broadcasters for the November 2020 campaign was limited to prime-time
newscasts. While the submission of bi-weekly reports to the CEC is provided in the Electoral
Code, this legal provision only pertains to the schedule for reporting to the CEC and not the
monitoring schedule itself. The Audiovisual Council could have, thus, adopted a more frequent
period of examination of monitoring reports, as to be able to apply swift sanctions and/or request
remedies to broadcasters that violate the legal framework. The supervisory authority, however,
decided to only examine three monitoring reports, even overturning previous precedents set
out by itself210.

By law211, during a Presidential election, the national broadcasters are required, and local ones
are entitled to organize debates among contestants. Debates had to be organized only in prime
time and broadcasted live212. The IEOM is aware of at least ten broadcasters organizing debates
during the first round, with at least six candidates participating in them213. No debates were
organized in the second round between candidates, although two of them were scheduled214.

While no sanctions were applied by the Audiovisual Council during the examination of the first
monitoring report, a number of broadcasters were sanctioned during the examination of the
second and third report215. ENEMO notes that most broadcasters received the same sanction216,
regardless of the magnitude of the violation.

Art. 70, para. 2 of the Electoral Code.
E.g., debates, coverage of campaign activities, advertising.
207
In total 52 TV channels and 52 radio stations expressed their intention to cover the campaign. Eight broadcasters (five TV channels and three
radio stations that failed to submit the documentation in time will not cover the campaign).
208
Moldova-1, Publika TV, Prime, Primul în Moldova, TVR Moldova, CANAL 2, CANAL 3, TV8, NTV Moldova, Jurnal TV, Radio Moldova, PRO TV
CHIŞINĂU, BTV, RTR Moldova, and Televiziunea Centrală.
209
Decision no. 25/161 of the Audiovisual Council, 1 October 2020.
210
In previous elections, the Audiovisual Council has adopted a more frequent schedule for examining findings of the monitoring, typically every
ten days. ENEMO has previously criticized this schedule, deeming it insufficient to ensure an efficient media supervision and recommending a
more frequent schedule.
211
Article 70, paragraph 3of the Electoral Code.
212
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, on 26 August, the Audiovisual Council proposed to the CEC that the Regulation on media coverage of the
election campaign should not oblige the national media to host public debates, but only for public broadcasters to host them and the rest of the
media to have the right to re-broadcast. The proposal was reflected in the Regulation on electoral coverage by the media for the Presidential
election however, with an ambiguous wording that leaves it unclear if national broadcasters have the obligation to organize debates or not (see
paragraph 41 of the Regulation).
213
The incumbent president Igor Dodon and the candidate of the Shor Party, Violeta Ivanov did not participate in any debate that the IEOM is
aware of. Dodon stated publicly that he would not participate in debates during the campaigning for the first round.
214
Two days before the first debate, on 9 November, Ms. Sandu stated that she would not attend debates. Regardless of this, Mr. Dodon attended
one of the two pre-scheduled debates alone on 12 November, on the national TV channel Moldova 1, thus using the entire allocated airtime.
215
On 22 October, the Audiovisual Council was presented with findings of the monitoring for the period 2-15 October 2020. No substantial violations were found, and no sanctions were applied to any of the monitored broadcasters.
On 10 November it examined the second media monitoring report, corresponding to the second half of the first round’s campaign coverage, 16
October - 1 November 2020, thus including the election day silence and election day for the first round. Based on the findings, the AC sanctioned
13 out of the 15 monitored broadcasters for failing to fulfill the principles of fairness and balance in their coverage of the campaign during prime-time newscasts (Publika TV, Prime, Primul în Moldova, TVR Moldova, Canal 2, Canal 3, TV8, NTV Moldova, Jurnal TV, PRO TV Chisinau, RTR
Moldova, and Televiziunea Centrala with 5,000 MDL [approximately 250 EUR] and BTV with 10,000 MDL [approximately 500 EUR].
On 23 November it examined the third monitoring report, corresponding to the campaign for the second round. Based on findings it sanctioned
7 TV channels (Primul în Moldova, TVR Moldova, TV8, NTV Moldova, Jurnal TV and Pro TV Chisinau with 10,000 MDL [approximately 500 EUR]
and BTV with 15,000 MDL (750 Euro).
216
DECISION no. 33/199 of 10 November 2020 Regarding the examination of the results of the monitoring of the main newscasts some audiovisual media service providers in terms of campaign coverage in the presidential elections of November 1, 2020, for the period October 16
-November 1, 2020, and the notifications of the IP "Center for Independent Journalism" and Ms. Natalia Lupan
205
206
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ENEMO deems that the Audiovisual Council has demonstrated a limited understanding of its
role and responsibility towards the citizens during election campaigns, or lack of willingness
to address biased media conduct. The supervision of the AC during elections should not had
been limited to post-factum sanction of broadcasters that violate the law or principles of fair
and balanced coverage, but rather aim to ensure that voters were provided with unbiased
information on contestants so that they would be better equipped to make an informed decision
on Election day. The monitoring methodology of the Audiovisual Council, combined with the
non-dissuasive sanctions set out in the law and the application of sanctions regardless of the
type of violation, have failed to ensure this.
A clear and functional mechanism for supervising coverage of the election campaign by
broadcasters should be introduced in the election legal framework, so that any discretion of
the supervisory mechanism is eliminated. The mechanism should ensure a more comprehensive
monitoring (including prior to the start of the campaign), a more frequent examination, and swift
remedy for observed violations.
Consideration could be given to delegating the monitoring of broadcasters during elections to
an independent ad hoc body, or a working group (composed of representatives from different
stakeholders, including civil society organizations that work in the field of media, the CA, the CEC,
and other relevant stakeholders) which would use the infrastructure of the CA for the monitoring
and propose sanctions and other remedies, which are applied either by the CA or the CEC.
The Audiovisual Council is also responsible for hearing and adjudicating on complaints about
the conduct of broadcasters during the campaign, while complaints about printed media can
be filed with the courts. During the electoral period, at least two domestic NGOs have filed
a number of notifications to the council on biased conduct of broadcasters, in favor of the
independent candidate, Mr. Igor Dodon. The Audiovisual Council has dismissed almost all of
them without a formal decision-making. ENEMO deems that the Audiovisual Council has shown
a lack of willingness to properly examine and act upon complaints.
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VIII. GENDER REPRESENTATION
Women’s representation in Moldova’s politics and decision-making is below the international
benchmarks and does not meet the country’s international commitments217. Women comprised
25 percent of members of the Parliament at the time of the election and their numbers in
executive positions, including among ministers, remain low. However, from 8 June 2019, the
Speaker of the Parliament is a woman and now, after the election, the President of the country
is also a woman.

There are no legal provisions promoting representation of each gender at different levels of
the election administration218 and all nine CEC members are men, while the CCET Director is a
woman219. However, women are well represented in the lower-level EMBs, including in decisionmaking positions. With 17 out of 36 of DEC Chairs, 19 out of 36 of DEC Deputy Chairs, and 30
out of 36 of DEC Secretaries being women220. A high representation of women is noticeable at
the PEB level too.
Disaggregated data on gender representation in the election administration should be collected
and published in a comprehensive manner.

Only two women candidates were registered for this election. In addition, it seems that electoral
contestants did not explicitly tackle gender-based policies in their campaigns. Issues related to
gender equality and women’s rights remained marginal.
Parties should undertake measures and put in place internal mechanisms to improve involvement
of women in political life, as the most effective path toward ensuring a meaningful participation
of women in politics.

Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, https://www.unwomen.org/-/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/csw/pfa_e_final_
web.pdf?la=en&vs=1203
218
Such data was aggregated by the CEC, but only at the DEC level. See the CEC Final Report adopted on 23 November 2020, https://a.cec.md/
ro/privind-aprobarea-raportului-cu-privire-la-rezultatele-alegerilor-pentru-functia-2751_98246.html
219
Paragraph 40.13 of the 1991 OSCE Moscow Document commits participating States to “ensure the collection and analysis of data to assess
adequately, monitor and improve the situation of women”.
220
As 212 DEC members were women, while men constituted 114 members of these bodies.
217
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IX. NATIONAL MINORITIES
National minorities are defined by Law221 as persons who reside in the territory of the
Republic of Moldova, are its citizens, have ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and religious peculiarities
distinguishing them from the majority of Moldovans - ethnic origin. The population of Moldova
consists of the following nationalities/ ethnic groups; Moldovan (2,068,058), Ukrainian
(181,035), Russian (111,726), Gagauz (126,010), Romanian (192,800), Bulgarian (51,867),
Roma (9,323) and other ethnicities (13,900), based on the 2014 Census222 conducted by the
National Statistics Bureau of Moldova.
The law and Moldovan Constitution223 guarantee equality for persons belonging to national
minorities, which includes prohibiting any discrimination against them. None of the candidates
running in the Presidential election have declared themselves as belonging to one of the national
minorities.

Language or identity issues did not prominently feature in the campaign, even though national
minorities constitute more than 20 % of the population. However, Russian language was used
in more than 40% of observed campaign events (rallies, small scale rallies and meetings with
citizens). Election materials, including ballots, are printed in the state language and in Russian.

In consultation with national minority organizations, the authorities should consider implementing
special mechanisms which would legally promote inclusion of national minorities in public and
political life.

Law No. 382 of 19.07.2001, “On the rights of persons belonging to national minorities and on the legal status of their organizations.”
https://statistica.gov.md/pageview.php?l=ro&idc=479
223
Article 39
221
222
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X. INCLUSION OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Moldova has signed and ratified the 2006 UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (CRPwD)224. By ratifying the Convention, the national government committed to
harmonize domestic legislation and policies with its provisions to secure the rights of persons
with disabilities, including electoral rights. In 2012, the Parliament of Moldova adopted the
Law No. 60 on the Social Inclusion of Persons with Disabilities and Law No. 121 on Ensuring
Equality. These provisions considerably strengthen the legal framework protecting their rights.
In 2018 Moldovan authorities signed the Optional Protocol to the Convention225. The document
reconfirms internationally Moldova’s commitment to further contribute to the protection of
the rights of persons with disabilities. To that end, the existing legal framework for access and
participation of persons with disabilities is overall in line with international commitments.

With regards to the participation of persons with disabilities in the electoral process, the CEC
undertook some steps in this direction, such as publishing video materials, where persons
with disabilities were encouraged to take part in the election process as voters. The CEC took
initiatives to facilitate the participation of voters with disabilities, including training of lowerlevel commissioners on special procedures for aiding voters with disabilities on Election day.
Voter information videos were available in sign language. In cooperation with civil society
organizations, the CCET produced and disseminated a number of materials in easy-to-read
formats designed for voters with learning difficulties, containing simplified texts accompanied
by explanatory images about elections and voting procedures. On Election days, only a part of
polling stations was equipped with magnifying lenses and tactile templates for ballots226.

While being a population that is particularly at-risk of COVID, persons with disabilities face
even greater inequalities in exercising political rights during the pandemic. ENEMO notes
that persons with disabilities were not addressed by the Instruction on the organization and
carrying out of elections in the context of COVID-19 pandemic, adopted by the NECPH227, what
is at odds with the UN’s CRPD228 and the 2020 OHCHR Guidance on COVID-19 and the rights of
persons with disabilities229.
ENEMO EOM observed that persons with disabilities were rarely addressed during the election
campaigns. There are no provisions obliging public broadcasters to air campaign-related content
in an accessible format, nor obligations on election contestants requiring them to provide sign
language interpretation during campaigning, or for campaign materials such as leaflets and
videos to be adjusted for persons with disabilities.
Authorities should continue efforts to facilitate an equal participation of all citizens in the electoral
process, with special focus on persons with disabilities.

Convention was adopted on 13 December 2006, signed by Moldova on 30 March 2007 and ratified on 21 September 2010.
https://gov.md/en/content/persons-disabilities-moldova-be-able-appeal-un-committee-if-their-rights-are-infringed
226
In 17% and 30% of the visited polling stations (respectively in the first and second round’s Election days), ballot templates in Braille language
were available.
227
Decisions No. 24 of 12 August 2020, No. 34 of 13 October 2020.
228
Art. 29 of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) requires states to “guarantee to persons with disabilities
political rights and the opportunity to enjoy them on an equal basis with others” and that “voting procedures, facilities and materials [shall be]
appropriate, accessible and easy to understand and use”.
229
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Disability/COVID-19_and_The_Rights_of_Persons_with_Disabilities.pdf
224
225
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XI. COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS
Legal framework
Positively and in line with best practices, timeframes for complaints adjudication are short231.
The electoral law guarantees that complaints filed to the CEC and Courts must be reviewed within
three days from the day of being submitted, but not longer than Election Day. The complaints
against the decisions of actions and decisions of DECs and PEBs shall be considered within 3
calendar days of their submission, but no later than Election Day (apart from complaints related
to campaign financing). In case of complaints that require additional verification, the review
process can be extended up to 10 days, whereas on the Election Day complaints submitted
to Courts should be reviewed immediately. Exception is made for complaints filed regarding
campaign finance, for the resolution of which there are no deadlines.

The Constitutional Court in the last Presidential election process addressed the Parliament to
clarify the law with regards to the examination of complaints on the organization and conduct
of elections232. Since then, despite the changes made by the CEC to the regulation on electoral
disputes233, the electoral legal framework itself still does not guarantee an efficient judicial
review procedure.
The administrative and judicial review of complaints related to the first round of the election
may eventually exceed the two-week period between the two rounds. This may lead to situations
in which the complaints might still be pending on the second round’s Election Day, affecting the
efficiency of the right to appeal234.

On this perspective, previous ENEMO IEOMs have continuously recommended the necessity
for a clear electoral complaints and appeals system235. International standards require the
complaint and appeal system to be “simple and devoid of formalism, in particular concerning
the admissibility of appeals” and to avoid conflicts of jurisdiction, as neither the appellants nor
the authorities should be able to choose the appeal body.236

The election dispute resolution mechanism should be simplified and jurisdiction for each type
of complaint clarified. Consideration could be given to revising the Electoral Code to provide a
more linear, systematic, and simple framework for complaints and appeals that ensures all
mechanisms for legal redress in one hierarchical and clear structure, with clear distinction between
administrative and judicial proceedings. Additionally, the timeline for adjudication of complaints
should be harmonized, in order to maximize opportunities for legal redress before Election Day.

Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters (II.3.3.g) of the Venice Commission
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Moldova, Decision No. 34, dated 13/12/2016, “(...) For these reasons, the Court held that due to the
poor application of the law by the ordinary law-courts, electoral actors were in fact deprived of an efficient judicial review, hence this rendered
it impossible for the Constitutional Court to operate with acts finding violations. Therefore, the Court issued an Address to the Parliament
aiming at clarifying the law relating to the examination of complaints on the organization and conduct of elections. In particular, the Court recommended to the Parliament a separate and explicit regulation on the examination procedure of the complaints for various types of elections.
In this respect, the Court asked the Parliament to differentiate the procedures of examining the complaints in the event there is a second round
of elections, including the complaints from the voting day.”
233
Central Electoral Commission, Decision No. 1176, dated 13/10/2017; Central Electoral Commission, Decision No. 1821, dated 25/09/2018.
234
OSCE, “Copenhagen Document”, 1990, paragraph 5.10; Venice Commission, “Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters”, paragraph II.3.3.
235
ENEMO, Final Report, Election Observation Mission, Presidential Election, dated 24/02/2017, “(...) The Electoral Code does not provide for
a clear procedure of complaints and appeals, with a single hierarchical structure. Subsequently, there was often confusion among stakeholders
about the adjudicating body. In many cases, complaints were filed with non-competent bodies or these bodies deemed complaints and appeals
outside the scope of their jurisdiction.”
236
European Commission for Democracy through Law, Opinion No. 190/2002, “Code of good practice in electoral matters”.
231
232
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Electoral disputes
During this electoral process, in total there were 20 complaints filed with the CEC237 and, at
least, 50 filed with the courts of all instances. Only in a few cases the complaints were fully or
partly approved, but most of them were dismissed.

Several cases have revealed the nonlinearity of the dispute system through administrative
and judicial review. In this regard, this process mostly reflected the tendency to bypass the
administrative review and to directly follow the judicial review.

The CEC officially ruled on only one of the received complaints, rejecting it as unfounded, and
for the rest it either responded to the complainers with letters of the Chairperson or forwarded
the case to the relevant authorities. In five cases, the CEC has provided an answer after Election
day, four of which regarded violations of campaign finance rules. Although this is in line with
the legal framework, which does not specify a deadline for adjudicating on complaints about
campaign finance238, ENEMO deems that the CEC should have ruled prior to Election day, due
to both the public interest these cases represented and possible sanctions on such complaints,
that include deregistration of a candidate from the race.
Resolving complaints regarding campaign finance violation after Election Day is a practice that
should be avoided, especially as one of the potential sanctions for violation of election legislation
(including violation of campaign finance rules) is deregistration of contestants. Consideration
could be given to amending the legal framework to establish deadlines for the resolution of
complaints on campaign finance, in line with other types of complaints.

The complaints were submitted from electoral contestants on matters such as the Circular
Letter on financial activity of electoral contestants, involvement of public officials in the electoral
campaign, coordinated transportation of voters from electoral contestants, establishment of
polling stations abroad, alleged illegal financial activity of electoral contestants, interference of
foreign countries in the electoral campaign, and derogatory language in the electoral campaign.

The CEC also received some 65 legal notices, submitted by contestants, citizens and third parties
regarding irregularities during the electoral campaign and the two Election Days239. The matters
mostly addressed by the legal notices were on pretended irregularities during the electoral
campaign, alleged cases of voter intimidation and influence, irregular activity of the observers,
illegal financial for electoral contestants, and voting rights. None of these were published in the
CEC webpage, which reduced transparency.

The Chisinau Court of Appeal reviewed some 27 electoral disputes, in some cases, the court
reviewed the same dispute more than once. The objects of these complaints mostly involved
candidate registration and signature collection procedures, financial activity of candidates,
and polling stations’ establishment. Only in three cases240, the Court of Appeal approved the
complaints, and the others were dismissed. These complaints were mainly dismissed on formal
grounds, without going into the merits of the case241. In two cases the court decisions were not
accompanied by the legal reasoning and in two cases the decisions were accompanied by a

The official webpage of the CEC lists only 19 complaints, one was never published and forwarded to the Constitutional Court.
Art. 71, para. 6 of the Electoral Code.

237
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parallel opinion.

The Supreme Court of Justice reviewed some 20 election related complaints and 4 of them were
approved and sent back to the Chisinau Court of Appeal242. The cases mostly related to candidate
registration procedures, the financial activity of candidates and polling stations’ establishment.

The most disputed complaints that have been reviewed twice by these courts regarded the
establishing of polling stations for Transnistrian voters and those abroad (primarily in Russia), and
the validity of CECs’ Circular Letter on the financial activity of electoral contestants243. Referring to
the overall decisions of the courts in this electoral process, and specifically considering the three
mentioned cases, it was noted some hesitance of the courts to intervene in the decision making
of the CEC, taking an overly formalistic approach, and shifting from electoral to administrative
perspectives. A number of complaints were found to be inadmissible due to complainants lacking
legal standing as they could not indicate how their legal interest was affected.
The electoral legal framework should define who has a legitimate interest to file a complaint.
Consideration could be given to including in the legal framework the legitimacy of the complaint
based on public interest, and not strictly on grounds of the interest of the complainant being
affected.

During the observed period, the Constitutional Court reviewed one election related case
regarding the Law “On non-commercial organizations”244. The Court partially accepted the
submitted request and declared unconstitutional the provisions of the law that banned paid
services from non-governmental organizations to electoral contestants during the electoral
campaign. Meanwhile, the Court did not remove the ban for free services from non-governmental
organizations to electoral contestants during the electoral campaign, considering it as a form of
political support.245

During the electoral campaign for the First Round, Police authorities reported more than 123
cases filed about different violations, incidents and other actions infringing the electoral process,

Inter alia, the following legal notices are mentioned: PAS, regarding the conducting of a survey; ADEPT, regarding the involvement of the
Head of Church in electoral campaign; PAS, regarding the political advertisements on private edifices; CALC, regarding the video recording on
the polling stations; Mr. Dorin Chirtoaca, regarding the political advertisement in the edifice of Socialist Party Headquarters; Mr. Renato Usatii,
regarding alleged organized transport of voters in Transnistria in the first round; international observers, regarding a PAS MP accredited as
an observer who allegedly blocked voters from voting in Transnistria for the first round; Mr. Octavian Ticu, regarding the actions of one international observer in a Polling Station in Varnita, requesting the removal of the accreditation of this observer; Mr. Dorin Chirtoaca regarding
the alleged illegal support of Mr. Igor Dodon, the number of Polling Stations; Ms. Olessia Stamate, regarding alleged misuse of administrative
resources and voter control (prison No. 4, prison No. 17, and Forester Authority), and voter influencing (villages Besalma, Comrat); citizens
requesting to be removed from the Voters List and similar.
240
One was regarding the fine of the Audiovisual Council to TV8, and two others were regarding the decisions of some villages to cancel the
establishment of the polling stations.
241
The grounds for these decisions were procedural like the court considered no jurisdiction on the object of complaint, the contestants were
considered not eligible, and the court considered time overdue in submission of the complaints.
242
These cases involved the same matters as the Chisinau Court of Appeal, and three of the approved cases were referred back to the Chisinau
Court of Appeal. The information on these complaints is from the publications in the official website of the Supreme Court of Justice.
243
Mr. Andrei Năstase, PDA candidate, requested the partial annulment of the CEC decision to establish 42 polling stations for voters in the
localities on the left bank of the river Nistru (Transnistria)#. The contestant argued that the decision-making process of the CEC on the matter
lacked transparency and criteria for establishing named PSs. After the complaint was reviewed twice by the Court of Appeal and the Supreme
Court of Justice, it was dismissed#.
Another case that was taken to the Court related to establishing of polling stations abroad (in Russia) #. The Chisinau Court of Appeal considered
the complainant - the Liberal party not an electoral contestant and as such not legitimate#, a stance that was overturned by the Supreme Court,
which reasoned that political parties “contribute to the definition and expression of the political will of citizens and, in accordance with the law,
participate in elections” and as such the contestant was legitimate#.
The third important complaint had to do with the Circular Letter on the financial activity for the electoral campaign, signed by the Deputy Chairperson of the CEC. PLDM and PL complained about the legality of the act to the CEC, Chisinau Court of Appeal and Supreme Court of Justice#. As a
result of the judicial review, the complaints were dismissed on formal grounds without the court assessing the merits of the case.
Another legally disputed case was the one on the alleged undisclosed financial activity by the contestant and the incumbent President Igor Dodon.
There were three complaints and one legal notice# regarding expenditures by the mentioned candidate for printing of a number of informative
leaflets. The CEC# and the Police Authorities# found no grounds to define such activity as undeclared expenditure by the electoral contestant.
239
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submitted by contestants’ representatives and third parties246. Most of these cases referred to
placement of electoral posters in places other than those established for this purpose, violations
of restrictions imposed for prevention and control of COVID-19 infection in conducting the
electoral campaign by contestants.

As per official information from the Police, for the first round, 94 electoral meetings and rallies
were held and 26 cases of infringements were proceeded, of which 6 cases related to illegal
electoral advertising and 8 cases related to infringement of anti-COVID-19 measures, between
the two rounds. Also, on 14 November, the day before the second round of the election, 14
notifications were registered regarding various violations, incidents and other actions related
to the election247.

The General Inspectorate of Police reported that the day before Election Day for the First
Round, on 31/10/2020, there were no violations and incidents reported248. On Election Day, 45
election related calls were made to the Police emergency line and 304 election related cases
were filed with Police authorities, which have been examined or are being examined250. With
regards to the Election Day for the Second round, Police Authorities reported to have registered
324 notifications about various violations, incidents and other actions linked to the conduct of
the election: 29 cases of electoral agitation, 36 cases of voting secrecy infringements, 122 cases
of coordinated voters’ transportation, 13 cases of alleged voter’s corruption, 3 cases of alleged
multiple voting, and other election related cases.

Parliament of the Republic of Moldova, Law no. 86, dated 11/06/2020, “On non-commercial organizations”, Art. 6, para. 5.
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Moldova, Decision No. 24, dated on 08/10/2020.
246
Inter alia there were 36 cases regarding the wrongful placement of electoral posters, 29 cases regarding the violations of the public health
measures imposed, 3 cases of electoral corruption.
247
More specifically: 2 cases of violation of public health restrictions; 1 case of alleged voter corruption, 4 cases of electoral agitation; 3 cases of
incidents in polling stations; 4 cases of other violations of the electoral process.
248
General Inspectorate of Police communication to ENEMO, Letter Nr. 34/17 - 4520, dated 01/11/2020.
249
12 calls - North area; 19 calls - Center area; 6 calls - South area; 8 mun. Chisinau.
250
Inter alia there were 14 cases of electoral corruption, 115 cases of voter transportation, and 19 cases of electoral agitation.
244
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XII. ELECTION DAYS
On Election Days for both rounds, ENEMO EOM deployed multinational teams of short-term
observers251 to follow the opening, voting, counting, transfer and intake of election materials by DECs.

In both the first and second round Election Days were overall calm, except for isolated attempts
to prevent voters residing in Transnistria from exercising their right to vote. The management
of the polling and conduct of PEBs and DECs was assessed positively in most observed cases,
with some procedural violations that were assessed not to have negatively affected the integrity
of the overall process but were rather made due to negligence. Allegations of voter influence
and organized transportation of voters persisted, especially with regards to voters residing in
Transnistria.

On 1 November, the opening procedures were assessed as transparent in 12 of the 13 observed
polling stations. In almost all of them, both stationary and mobile ballot boxes were sealed
in accordance with procedures, apart from one polling station in which ballot boxes were not
properly sealed. According to PEB members this was due to shortage of seals provided to them.
On 15 November, all the observed polling stations were equipped with all essential materials
needed for voting at the moment of the opening. The procedure of sealing ballot boxes was
followed properly in 16 (for stationary) and in 14 (for mobile boxes) observed polling stations,
while the procedure of filling out the opening protocols was followed properly in 17 PSs252. At 17
polling stations observed, the camera was functioning and positioned adequately, whereas in one
case PEB members turned on the camera after they announced the opening. The arrangement
of premises of polling stations was assessed as suitable and ENEMO observers were able to
properly monitor the opening procedures in 17 polling stations. PEB members conducted the
opening procedures generally in an orderly manner and following all requirements. Opening
procedures were assessed positively in all observed PSs.

In both rounds, ENEMO observers noted the presence of unauthorized persons at the premises,
while the opening procedures were being carried out253. In all cases, observers assessed that
their presence did not negatively affect the process.
Regarding the environment around polling stations in both rounds, no major incidents were
reported by ENEMO observers. However, in a few cases, allegations of vote buying and obstruction
of voters’ access to the polls were ongoing in the vicinity of observed polling stations.

In the first round, the most concerning irregularities were observed in one polling station
designated to voters residing in Transnistria, in Rezina, and at one of the polling stations in
Gagauzia. In one PS established in Rezina for voters residing in Transnistria ENEMO observed
indications of organized transportation of voters254 and even of potential vote buying255, whereas
a suspicious group of young people “assisting the voters” was noticed at one polling station in
Comrat256.

In the first round the mission deployed 13 teams of two-short observers to follow the process of preparation and opening of polling stations, the voting, counting and tabulation of results, as well as the transfer and intake of election materials by DECs (observers monitored the
opening procedures in 13 polling stations, voting in 164 polling stations, and closing and counting in 12 polling stations). In the second round,
the mission deployed 18 teams of observers, which observed the opening procedures in 18 polling stations, voting in 240 polling stations, and
closing and counting in 17 polling stations.
252
In one case, the protocol was partially prefilled.
253
In 3 out of 13 and of 18 (respectively) observed PSs.
254
In addition to a number of minivans observed in the vicinity of the polling station, several cars with Moldovan license plates dedicated to cars
registered in Transnistria were parked in front of the polling station and drivers were sitting inside cars.
255
A group of persons in front of the polling station were discussing some sort of payments to be received.
256
In front of one PS in Comrat, the observers noticed a group of young persons, wearing t-shirts with the sign “peoples’ anti-crisis headquarters”, who claimed to be there to assist senior voters.
251
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In the second round, at the PS 37/29 in Doroţcaia the observers noticed organized transportation
of voters coming from Transnistria. There were three people who seemed to be coordinating
such transportation. In addition, in the same PS, observers witnessed one situation that seemed
to indicate vote buying257.

PEBs generally operated in line with the provisions of the law. However, the CEC Regulation
on the use of video cameras was inconsistently followed. On both Elections days not all PEB
members seemed to be aware of the modalities of using camcorders during Election day.
Observers noticed that PEB members did not switch off the camera recording during the voting
process258, and in many cases, when asked about this they stated that everything was according
to the rules and that cameras should be recording the entire process.

ENEMO recommends that provisions on usage of video cameras should be enshrined in the Electoral
Code, and clear, timely guidance on this aspect should be provided to all PEB members by the CEC
in their instructions and the CCET during training.
Additional concerns should be raised regarding the violation of the secrecy of the vote. The
Electoral Code does not provide any specific provisions, nor obligation for the voter to fold
her/his ballot paper before casting it into the ballot box. This leaves space for intentional or
unintentional revealing of the ballot paper rendering visible the voter’s choice. The Code of
Code Practice in Electoral Matters of the Venice Commission states that “for the voter, secrecy
of voting is not only a right but also a duty, non-compliance with which must be punishable by
disqualification of any ballot paper whose content is disclosed”259.

Procedural provisions to ensure secrecy of the vote (i.e., obligatory folding of the ballot paper or
other measures) should be included in the law or CEC acts.

ENEMO assessed that the SAIS-E system generally functioned properly, with only minor
technical malfunctions at polling stations observed. The system allowed for rapid transmission
of information on preliminary voter turnout throughout the day, with data updated nearly
instantly on the CEC’s webpage260. In addition to the speed of data processing, ENEMO deems
that this contributed to increasing the transparency of the process.

During the process of closing of polling stations and counting of results, ENEMO observers
generally assessed that the performance of observed PEBs was satisfactory in both rounds261.
However, observers noted an uneven level of preparedness of some PEB members, which did
not seem fully aware of the counting procedures and requirements.
All PEBs at the observed polling stations were operating with enough members and no
replacement of PEB members, nor SAIS-E operators happened during the Election days. The
counting started on time in all cases except for one, where preparations for the counting took
time262. PEBs indicated that voting was closed in SAIS-E (closing of the “Voting” sub-module in
SAIS-E by the operator) in all polling stations observed.

Observers witnessed what seemed to be an exchange of money between a voter and one of the persons that were coordinating the voter
transportation.
258
In the first round in 7.3% observed polling stations, observers noticed that PEB members did not turn off the camera during the voting process. In the second round - in 31.3% of the observed polling stations.
259
Art. 4 of the Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters of the Venice Commission.
260
The CEC regularly released information on voter turnout including for out-of-country, with a breakdown by age and gender.
261
In the first round, PEBs at the observed PSs were evaluated by observers as either “good” or “very good” in 99.4 % of the cases; while one case
was assessed as “bad”, due to negligence. In the second round, voting procedures were positively assessed in most observed polling stations:
either “very good” - 51.3%, or “good” - 47.1%. In 1.6% the PEBs received a negative evaluation: assessed as “bad” - 3 cases, “very bad” - 1 case
(PS 20/44 in Mereşeni).
262
In addition, video cameras were switched on once the counting process started (in the first round, in 10 out of 12 cases, in the second round –
in all polling stations), which is in line with the CEC Regulation. Video cameras were properly positioned during the counting (in the first round,
in 9 out of 12 observed polling stations, in the second round – in all cases).
257
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Overall, the counting procedures were followed properly, and protocols were filled out in
accordance with the law263. However, on both rounds some procedural irregularities were
observed, including PEB members not announcing each ballot during sorting, opening of the
stationary ballot box before the mobile ballot box, and procedural steps made simultaneously;
these procedural omissions were made mainly to speed up the process and could not be said to
have negatively affected the legitimacy of the counting process.

In both rounds, the transfer of materials to DECs was done in an orderly manner and following
the procedures in all polling stations in which ENEMO observed this process, with the two
exceptions that happened in the second round, when the results of elections from the pollingstation were transmitted to a higher-level election commission (DECs 12, 25), where the district
results were tabulated, while the packs with ballot papers were initially delivered to a court.
Overall, the processes of opening, voting, counting and transfer and intake of materials were
well conducted in most polling stations and DECs observed264. Minor irregularities and mistakes
which occurred were mainly circumstantial, or due to negligence rather than fraudulent
attempts.

Marks in protocols not made after each step of counting were observed in 3 cases, and in 2 cases each ballot was not announced during sorting. In two cases, preliminary results were not entered into special sheets, in 1 case an unclear voting option on the ballot was not discussed,
and in 1 case the counting was not conducted according to the procedures.
264
In the first round, in 11 out of the observed 12 DECs, authorized observers were able to observe properly, and 9 out of 12 DECs did not seem
overcrowded, while long lines of persons were at the DECs’ entrance. In 11 out of 12 cases, premises of observed DECs were assessed as adequate and with proper setup for the delivery of election materials (In one case, DEC members separated arriving PEB members into six groups
that were able to come into separate rooms. This led to a limited access for observers to monitor the entire process of transferring of election
materials.). In the second round, in 10 cases, premises of observed DECs were assessed as adequate and with proper setup for the delivery of
election materials, and in 7 cases DEC premises were not spacious enough for adequate delivery of the materials. In 5 DECs observed, long lines
of persons were noted, and moving about the DEC was hard in one case. In 16 DECs observed, protocols needed no correction, while corrections
were made at 1 DEC due to miscalculations in the protocols (DEC 14), but not concerning the results.
263
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XIII. OBSERVERS
The legislation of Moldova provides adequate provisions for international and domestic election
observers, who have legally prescribed rights, including the right to attend sessions of all
election commissions and to receive documents, including results protocols. Citizen observers
could be nominated by registered non-governmental organizations engaged in issues related to
the election process and its observation265.

Observers can be accredited before the electoral period starts and can perform their activity
on the Election Day and also before, during and after elections266. On 3 September, the Protocol
Office of Accredited International Observers was formed by the CEC267. ENEMO EOM assesses
collaboration with the Office mostly positively, although the mission reiterates its concerns
regarding delays in accreditation of its observers. Point 13 of the Regulation on the status of
observers and their accreditation of the CEC sets out that a decision on the accreditation or
refusal to accredit international observers should be taken within ten days. ENEMO short-term
observers were accredited 13 after submitting the request268.
The CEC accredited 333 international observers, 2,031 national observers, and 319 observers
for polling stations abroad269. The accreditation of citizens, candidates and international
observers was overall inclusive, which contributes to the transparency of the electoral process.
However, in one case the CEC did not reach a decision on the request for accreditation of
additional observers from a local NGO270 in light of reported offences committed by some of
their observers on the first round’s Election day.
ENEMO EOM notes that state institutions other than the CEC are involved in the process of
accrediting international observers, which is at odds with international best practices271.

No specific provisions for accrediting additional observers for the second round are provided
for in the Electoral Code, although the Code does set out that accreditations issued for the
first round are valid also for the second one. Thus, accreditations of international and citizen
observers were extended for the second round by default. Candidates which were not contesting
in the run-off were eligible to have representatives and observers at polling stations, as their
accreditations were still valid. In addition to observers accredited from the first round, 185
additional observers272 were accredited for the second round.

Provisions for accreditation of observers for the second round should be included in the Electoral
Code. Additionally, other state institutions should not be involved in the process of accreditation of
electoral observers.

Several domestic citizen observer groups undertook long-term observation and issued public statements on different aspects of the elections. Many of them were associated in the Civil Coalition for Free and Fair Elections. One of the most active civil society organizations in Moldova
- Promo-LEX, conducted long-term and short-term observations, parallel vote tabulation, out-of-country observation, published and presented
online several reports covering most aspects of the electoral process.
266
CEC Decision No. 332 of 24 October 2006.
267
The composition and working principles of this Office were defined by the CEC Decision No. 4180 of 3 September 2020.
268
CEC Decision No. 4441 of 26 October 2020.
269
https://a.cec.md/ro/acreditarea-observatorilor-7641.html
270
Association FORȚA VETERANILOR.
271
The 2005 UN Declaration of Principles for International Election Observation states that the country holding the election should take the
following actions: “Guarantees full, country-wide accreditation (that is, the issuing of any identification or document required to conduct election observation) for all persons selected to be observers or other participants by the international election observation mission as long as the
mission complies with clearly defined, reasonable and non-discriminatory requirements for accreditation” (point 12, g.) and “Guarantees that
no governmental, security or electoral authority will interfere in the activities of the international election observation mission” (point 12, h.).
272
162 national (including 41 for observation abroad) and 23 international observers.
265
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ENEMO emphasizes that Moldova has a vibrant civil society, and many of the domestic
organizations are engaged in activities that aim to improve the integrity of the electoral process.
These play a crucial role in the strengthening of democracy and rule of law. Domestic civil society
organizations were one of the key interlocutors of the EOM.
ENEMO has noted with concern attacks on civil society organizations during the electoral
period, aimed at undermining their credibility. Civil society representatives became the target
of defamatory campaigns, even led by an MP who accused the civil society of acting as an army
financed from outside that works for certain donors against national interests.

ENEMO, as a network of non-governmental civil society organizations, among others, strives to
promote the role of citizens and civil society organizations’ involvement in election monitoring.
From this perspective the mission has noted with concern the statement of the domestic
organization Promo-LEX on their observers being intimidated after the first round of the
election by the police. ENEMO deems that practices as the ones being described above have the
potential to hinder the will of citizens to report violations or engage in civic activism and should
be avoided.
ENEMO strongly believes that strong and credible civil society organizations are essential for
a healthy and functioning democracy and that attacks on them hinder the development of the
country towards democratization and rule of law.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS
Priority Recommendations
The electoral legal framework should undergo an integral review and harmonization, to
address the previously recognized inconsistencies, loopholes, and ambiguities. The reformation
process should be undertaken well in advance of elections and guarantee an effective inclusion
of political parties, across the spectrum, experts, and domestic civil society through open and
transparent consultations. The harmonization process must take into account international
standards, and recommendations from international and domestic election observers.
Provisions relating to the abuse of administrative resources and similar means of voter influence
should be clarified, to allow for an appropriate enforcement mechanism to deter these abuses,
enable a level playing field among candidates, and ensure the separation of state and party.

The election dispute resolution mechanism should be simplified and jurisdiction for each type
of complaint clarified. Consideration could be given to revising the Electoral Code to provide
a more linear, systematic, and simple framework for complaints and appeals that ensures all
mechanisms for legal redress in one hierarchical and clear structure, with clear distinction
between administrative and judicial proceedings. Additionally, the timeline for adjudication of
complaints should be harmonized, in order to maximize opportunity for legal redress before
Election Day.

Other Recommendations
To the Parliament of Moldova

Additional safeguards should be put in place to guarantee the CEC’s independence and
impartiality, to improve public confidence in the election process. Consideration could be given
to revising decision-making procedures, in line with international good practice.
Consideration could be given to extending the right to audit the voter list to election observers,
besides election contestants.

The law should be amended to allow voters to sign in support of more than one candidate during
the signature collection process, to strengthen political pluralism.
Timeframes should be streamlined to allow for all deadlines concerning the registration of
candidates to expire by the official start of the campaign period, so that all electoral candidates
can start campaigning on the same date, thereby providing a more even playing field.

In order to include all instances and aspects of the notion of campaigning, including in the second
round, a more detailed and inclusive definition of electoral campaigning should be provided in
the legal framework. Consideration should be given to removing limitations on campaigns (such
as the use of national symbols and images) in order to bring the law in line with international
standards on freedom of expression.
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The Electoral Code should prescribe requirements and provide the CEC with the means to
impose proportional sanctions against possible early campaigning.
The law should be amended to clarify the role of political parties supporting a candidate for the
Presidency and regulate limits for donations by parties to candidates.

The CEC should be allocated sufficient resources to conduct comprehensive monitoring of
electoral campaign finance and coordinate with other state institutions whenever necessary. A
methodology should be developed with dedicated trained individuals or a dedicated department
within the CEC, to monitor not only income of electoral contestants (i.e., donations to their
electoral funds), but also to verify declared expenses and their adequacy to concrete campaign
events and means of campaigning.
Steps should be taken to monitor online media, including social media, to both address fake
news, black PR, and online disinformation, and identify possible costs involved with paid
advertising and their source.

A clear and functional mechanism for supervising coverage of the election campaign by
broadcasters should be introduced in the election legal framework, so that any discretion of the
supervisory mechanism is eliminated. The mechanism should ensure a more comprehensive
monitoring (including prior to the start of the campaign), a more frequent examination, and
swift remedy for observed violations.

Consideration could be given to delegating the monitoring of broadcasters during elections to
an independent ad hoc body, or a working group (composed of representatives from different
stakeholders, including civil society organizations that work in the field of media, the CA, the
CEC, and other relevant stakeholders) which would use the infrastructure of the CA for the
monitoring and propose sanctions and other remedies, which are applied either by the CA or
the CEC.
Consideration could be given to amending the legal framework to establish deadlines for the
resolution of complaints on campaign finance, in line with other types of complaints.

The electoral legal framework should define who has a legitimate interest to file a complaint.
Consideration could be given to including in the legal framework the legitimacy of the complaint
based on public interest, and not strictly on grounds of the interest of the complainant being
affected.

ENEMO recommends that provisions on usage of video cameras should be enshrined in the
Electoral Code, and clear, timely guidance on this aspect should be provided to all PEB members
by the CEC in their instructions and the CCET during training.

Procedural provisions to ensure secrecy of the vote (i.e., obligatory folding of the ballot paper or
other measures) should be included in the law or CEC acts.
Provisions for accreditation of observers for the second round should be included in the
Electoral Code. Additionally, other state institutions should not be involved in the process of
accreditation of electoral observers.
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To Electoral Contestants
In order to increase transparency of campaign finance, electoral contestants could inform
the electorate about their expenses and donations received regularly, besides the formal and
obligatory weekly reports.

Parties should undertake measures and put in place internal mechanisms to improve involvement
of women in political life, as the most effective path toward ensuring a meaningful participation
of women in politics.

To the Central Electoral Commission

In order to improve transparency of elections the CEC session minutes should be posted
regularly, and final results published disaggregated down to the polling station level in a
machine-readable format.
All election commission members at all levels should receive adequate training, and the system
of standardized tests for remote training sessions could be introduced.
All DEC decisions should be published online in order to improve transparency of the elections.
Consideration could be given to amending the law to make the publication of DEC decisions at
the CEC webpage legally binding.
Decisions on the number and locations for polling stations abroad should be taken transparently
and based on a broad consultation with relevant stakeholders, well in advance of the election.
Consideration could be given to establishing additional polling stations at relevant locations
abroad, whenever possible.

Procedures for verifying supporting signatures should be clarified to ensure transparency,
consistency, and legal certainty at all stages.
The CEC, which has an array of sanctions at its disposal listed in the Electoral Code, should not
limit its sanctions to repeated, non-dissuasive warnings.

Disaggregated data on gender representation in the election administration should be collected
and published in a comprehensive manner.

Resolving complaints regarding campaign finance violations after Election Day is a practice
that should be avoided, especially as one of the potential sanctions for violation of the election
legislation (including violation of campaign finance rules) is deregistration of contestants.

To the Government and Other Institutions involved in the Electoral Process

National authorities should continue efforts to improve the accuracy and reliability of the voter
list, by updating the registers with current information from various authorities, including the
data on abroad voters.

In consultation with national minority organizations, the authorities should consider
implementing special mechanisms which would legally promote inclusion of national minorities
in public and political life.
Authorities should continue efforts to facilitate an equal participation of all citizens in the
electoral process, with special focus on persons with disabilities.
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ABOUT ENEMO
The European Network of Election Monitoring Organizations (ENEMO) is an international
nongovernmental organization that represents a network of national nongovernmental civic
organizations founded in September 2001. It consists of 21 leading domestic monitoring
organizations from 17 countries of Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia, including two
European Union countries.

ENEMO seeks to support the international community's interest in promoting democracy in the
region by assessing electoral processes and the political environment and offering accurate and
impartial observation reports. ENEMO’s international observation missions use international
benchmarks and standards for democratic elections to evaluate the electoral process and the
host country's legal framework. ENEMO and all its member organizations have endorsed the
2005 Declaration of Principles for International Election Observation and the Declaration of
Global Principles for Nonpartisan Election Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations.
Each ENEMO observer signed the Code of Conduct for International Election Observers. ENEMO
member organizations have monitored more than 250 national elections and trained more than
240,000 observers.
To date, ENEMO has organized 34 international election observation missions to eight
countries, Moldova, 2020, Presidential Elections; Ukraine 2020, Local Elections; Montenegro
2020, Parliamentary Elections; Serbia 2020, Parliamentary Elections; Moldova 2019, Local
Elections; Ukraine 2019, Early Parliamentary Elections; Ukraine 2019, Presidential Elections;
Moldova 2018-19, Parliamentary Elections; Armenia 2018, Early Parliamentary Elections;
Moldova 2016, Presidential Elections; Ukraine 2015, Regular Local elections; Ukraine 2014,
Parliamentary elections; Ukraine 2014, Presidential elections; Ukraine 2013 – re-run of
Parliamentary elections 2012 in 5 MECs; Kosovo 2013, Local elections, first round; Ukraine
2012, Parliamentary elections; Kosovo 2011, Re – run of Parliamentary elections; Kosovo 2010,
Parliamentary elections; Kyrgyzstan 2010, Parliamentary elections; Ukraine 2010, Presidential
elections, second round; Ukraine 2010, Presidential elections, first round; Kosovo 2009,
Local elections; Moldova 2009, Parliamentary elections; Georgia 2008, Presidential elections;
Kyrgyzstan 2007, Parliamentary elections; Ukraine 2007, Parliamentary elections; Ukraine
2006, Local elections in Poltava, Kirovograd and Chernihiv; Ukraine 2006, Parliamentary
elections; Kazakhstan 2005, Presidential elections; Albania 2005, Parliamentary elections;
Kyrgyzstan 2005, Presidential elections; Kyrgyzstan 2005, Parliamentary elections; Ukraine
2004, Presidential elections, second round re-run; Ukraine 2004, Presidential elections.

ENEMO member organizations are: Center for Civic Initiatives CCI, Bosnia and Herzegovina;
Center for Democratic Transition – CDT, Montenegro; Centre for Monitoring and Research –
CeMI, Montenegro; Center for Free Elections and Democracy – CeSID, Serbia; In Defense of Voters’
Rights ‘GOLOS’, Russia; GONG, Croatia; International Society for Fair Elections and Democracy
– ISFED, Georgia; KRIIK Association, Albania; Citizens Association MOST, Macedonia; PromoLEX, Moldova; OPORA, Ukraine; Society for Democratic Culture SDC, Albania; Transparency
International Anti-Corruption Center (TIAC), Armenia; Election Monitoring and Democratic
Studies Center (EMDS), Azerbaijan; Belarussian Helsinki Committee (BHC), Belarus; FSCI,
Kazakhstan; Kosovo Democratic Institute (KDI), Kosovo; Coalition for Democracy and Civil
Society, Kyrgyzstan; Center for Research, Transparency and Accountability (CRTA), Serbia;
Obcianske OKO (OKO), Slovakia; Committee of Voters of Ukraine (CVU), Ukraine.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Art.

Article

ATU

Administrative Territorial Unit

CA

Audiovisual Council

CCET

Center for Continuous Electoral Training

CEC

Central Electoral Commission

CRPD

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

DEC

District Electoral Council

EMB

Election Management Body

ENEMO

European Network of Election Monitoring Organizations

EOM

Election Observation Mission

LTO

long-term observer

MFA

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration

MP

Member of Parliament

NECPH

National Extraordinary Commission for Public Health

OP

Party "Our Party"

para.

Paragraph

PAS

Party "Action and Solidarity"

PEB

Precinct Electoral Bureau

PL

Liberal Party

PLDM

Liberal Democratic Party of Moldova

PPDA

Party "Dignity and Truth Platform"

PPSh

Political Party Shor

PSRM

Party of Socialists of the Republic of Moldova

PUN

National Unity Party

SAIS-E

State Automated Information System “Elections”

SAISE

State Automated Information System ‘Elections’

STO

short-term observer

SVR

State Voter Registry

VL

Voter List
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Annex 1. ENEMO observers
Short-term observers
Name

Country

ENEMO member organization

Ivan Vukcevic

Montenegro

CeMI

Milica Zrnovic

Montenegro

CeMI

Vladimir Simonovic

Montenegro

CeMI

Marija Mitrovic

Montenegro

CeMI

Zarija Vujosevic

Montenegro

CeMI

Radojko Savić

Serbia

CeSID

Ljiljana Bjelicic

Serbia

CeSID

Anka Popović

Serbia

CeSID

Cholpon Babalieva

Kyrgyzstan

CDCS

Erik Iriskulbekov

Kyrgyzstan

CDCS

Nevena Nikolić

Serbia

CRTA

Aleksandra Pašić

Serbia

CRTA

Igor Stojilović

Serbia

CRTA

Marko Nikolić

Serbia

CRTA

Adham Lachinov

Azerbaijan

EMDS

Ibrahim Jahangirli

Azerbaijan

EMDS

Elmira Rahimova

Azerbaijan

EMDS

Mikhail Tikhonov

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Natalia Tikhonova

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Anna Krotova

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Kseniia Telmanova

Russian Federation

GOLOS
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Alexander Grezev

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Mikhail Kuzovkov

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Vitalii Kovin

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Mariia Zakharova

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Andrey Gusev

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Vladimir Egorov

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Andrey Kalikh

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Ildar Kiiamov

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Anita Podvorec

Croatia

Gong

Toni Erdfeld

Croatia

Gong

Toni Silić

Croatia

Gong

Mihael Rukavina

Croatia

Gong

Asja Ćehović

Croatia

Gong

Lucija Vulić

Croatia

Gong

Flordon Dema

Albania

KRIIK Association

Antonjeta Pero

Albania

KRIIK Association

Dorian Hatibi

Albania

KRIIK Association

Zylyftar Bregu

Albania

KRIIK Association

Artemon Cukalla

Albania

KRIIK Association

Patrik Dubovsky

Slovakia

Obcianske Oko

Eralba Duckollari

Albania

SDC

Eglantina Alliaj

Albania

SDC
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Long-term observers
Name

Country

ENEMO member organization

Besmira Mino

Albania

KRIIK Association

Narek Sukiasyan

Armenia

TIAC

Nina Kecojevic

Montenegro

CEMI

Marija Milosevic

Serbia

CeSID

Maria Teratcuiantc

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Stanislav Zholudiev

Ukraine

CVU

Asem Murzalieva

Kyrgyzstan

Coalition for Democracy and Civil Society

David Kankiia

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Core Team
Name

Position

Country

ENEMO member
organization

Dritan Taulla

Head of Mission

Albania

KRIIK Association

Bosko Nenezic

Deputy Head of Mission

Montenegro

CEMI

Oleg Reut

Election Analyst
/ CEC Observer

Russian Federation

GOLOS

Reald Keta

Legal Analyst

Albania

KRIIK
Association

Milos Antic

LTO coordinator
/ Election Campaign Analyst

Serbia

CeSID

Ivana Vujovic

Finance and Logistics

Montenegro

CEMI

Ana Mihajlovic

STO coordinator

Serbia

CeSID

Ivan Shushkin

Data Analyst

Russian Federation

GOLOS
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Annex 2. Statistical reports on evaluation of
PEBs by short-term observers on Election days
First round – 1 November
1. OPENING, 1st round

Environment around PS

Number of
Percentage
answers

Regular (no influence on voter’s choice)

13

PS Accessibility for Persons
with Disabilities

Number of answers

60

Percentage

Requires minor assistance

7

53.85

Easy

3

23.08

Not suitable

3

23.08

No. of voters on the main voter list

Median

Mode
1240.00

100

Standard deviation

1959.15

2070.00

532.25

No. of requests for mobile voting

Median

Mode

Standard deviation

10.23

8.00

0.00

11.61

No. of received ballots

Median

Mode

Standard deviation

1961.38

2070.00

1240.00

532.94

Respecting the protective measures

Number of
answers

Percentage

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures

9

69.23

PEB member(s) not respecting protective COVID measures

2

15.38

PEB Chairman not respecting protective COVID measures

2

15.38

Social distance between individuals not respected

2

15.38

Other

1

7.69

Individuals not wearing protective masks properly or at all

1

7.69
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No of stationary ballot boxes

Median

2.00

2.00

No. of mobile ballot boxes

Median

9.69

10.00

No. of women PEB members
7.23

1.54
Standard deviation

11.00
Median

Standard deviation

11.00

1.70
Mode

8.00

0.15

1.74

Mode

Median

No. of PEB members replaced due to COVID-19

Standard deviation

6.00

3.14

Median
0.00

No. of SAIS-E operators replaced due to COVID-19

Mode
0.00

Median

0.15

0.00
Number of answers

Standard deviation
0.55

Mode
0.00

Standard deviation
0.55

Percentage

Woman

8

61.54

Man

5

38.46

PEB Deputy Chairperson

0.28

Mode

11.00

No. of PEB members present

Standard deviation

Standard deviation

4.00
Median

9.77

1.00

Mode

4.00

Total no. of PEB members

PEB Chairperson

0.82
Mode

1.00

No. of polling booths

Standard deviation

2.00
Median

0.92

4.23

Mode

Number of answers

Percentage

Woman

11

84.62

Man

2

15.38

PEB Secretary
Woman

Number of answers
13

Percentage
100
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No. of representatives of electoral contestants and/or party
observers present in the polling station

Median

3.15

3.00

No. of observers from organizations at the polling station
0.85

Median
1.00

Essential Materials

Mode

1.77

Standard deviation

0.00

1.07
Percentage

All essential materials are present

12

92.31

Protocol is missing

1

7.69
Number of answers

Percentage

Protocol filled out properly and procedure was transparent

11

84.62

Protocol seemed to be already (pre-)filled out

1

7.69

Protocol was not inserted in ballot box

1

7.69
Number of
answers

Stationary Ballot Box

Percentage

Stationary ballot boxes properly sealed and placed according to procedures

12

92.31

Not all ballot boxes properly sealed

1

7.69

Mobile Ballot Box

Number of answers

Percentage

Mobile ballot box properly sealed

10

76.92

No request for ballot voting

2

15.38

Procedures of sealing mobile ballot box were violated

1

7.69

Ballots

Number of answers

Percentage

Ballots have prescribed format

12

92.31

Ballots do not have prescribed format

1

7.69

Polling Station set up
Acceptable

Number of answers
13

Opening
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2.00

Number of answers

Protocol

Standard
deviation

Mode

Percentage
100
Number of answers

Percentage

PS was opened on time (7 am)

12

92.31

PS opened with delay between 15 and 30 minutes

1

7.69

FINAL REPORT

Observation

Number of answers

All authorized observers able to observe properly

Camera recording

Number of answers

13

100

Percentage

Yes

12

92.31

Other

1

7.69

Formal (official) complaints submitted on the opening
procedures
There were no formal complaints

Number of answers
13

Presence of unauthorized persons inside PS

Percentage
100

Number of answers

Percentage

None (only authorized persons present)

10

76.92

Police, Carabineers, Military

2

15.38

Other

1

7.69

PB Conduct

Number of answers

Percentage

PEB generally conducted opening in order and according to
the procedures

11

84.62

PEB was rushing through the opening process and did not
care for transparency

2

15.38

Evaluation of PEB

Number of answers

Percentage

Percentage

VERY GOOD

7

53.85

GOOD

5

38.46

BAD

1

7.69
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2. VOTING, 1st round
Environment around PS

Number of answers

Regular (no influence on voter’s choice)

154

93.9

Other

6

3.66

Large group of voters in front of PS

3

1.83

Campaign Materials near the PS entrance

2

1.22

PS Accessibility for Persons with Disabilities

Number of answers

Percentage

Easy

66

40.24

Not suitable

49

29.88

Requires minor assistance

49

29.88

No. of voters on the main voter list

Median

1637.38

1644.00

No. of voters on the supplementary voter list

Median

44.22
No. of received ballots
1911.82

6.00
Median
1912.50

Mode
0.00

Standard deviation
954.02

Mode

Standard deviation

0.00

138.77

Mode

Standard deviation

3000.00

861.70
Number of
answers

Respecting the protective measures

Percentage

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures

136

82.93

Social distance between individuals not respected

21

12.8

Individuals not wearing protective masks properly or at all

14

8.54

PEB member(s) not respecting protective COVID measures

6

3.66

PEB Chairman not respecting protective COVID measures

3

1.83

Individuals not using hand sanitizer after entering the PS

3

1.83

No of stationary ballot boxes
1.70

64

Percentage

Median
2.00

Mode
1.00

Standard deviation
0.74

FINAL REPORT

No. of mobile ballot
boxes
0.96

Median
1.00

No. of voting booths
3.48

Mode
1.00

Median

0.43

Mode

4.00

Standard deviation

4.00

Total no. of PEB members

0.92

Median

9.30

Mode

9.00

No. of PEB members present

9.00

Median

9.06

No. of women PEB members
7.54

Median

Mode

Median

0.12

0.00

No. of SAIS-E operators replaced due to COVID-19

1.85

Standard deviation
1.91

Mode

Standard deviation

0.00

0.00

Standard deviation

8.00

Median

0.01

Number of answers

Mode
9.00

8.00

Standard deviation
1.61

9.00

No. of PEB members replaced due to COVID-19

PEB Chairperson

Standard deviation

0.39
Standard deviation

Mode
0.00

0.08

Percentage

Woman

132

80.49

Man

32

19.51

PEB Deputy Chairperson

Number of answers

Percentage

Woman

117

71.34

Man

47

28.66

PEB Secretary

Number of answers

Percentage

Woman

159

96.95

Man

5

3.05
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No. of representatives of electoral contestants and/or
party observers present in the polling station

Median

4.24

4.00

No. of observers from organizations at the polling station
1.10

Mode
4.00

Median
1.00

Essential Materials

1.73

Mode
0.00

Standard deviation
1.40

Number of answers

All essential materials are present

Percentage

164

100
Number of
answers

Stationary Ballot Box

Percentage

Stationary ballot boxes properly sealed and placed according to procedures

161

98.17

Not all ballot boxes properly sealed

3

1.83

Mobile Ballot Box

Number of answers

Percentage

Mobile ballot box properly sealed

127

77.44

NA *

29

17.68

Mobile ballot box not properly sealed

8

4.88

Polling Station set up

Number of answers

Percentage

Acceptable

163

99.39

Unacceptable

1

0.61

Voters Identification/ Issuing Ballots

Number of answers

Percentage

Identification procedures always followed properly

151

92.07

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

8

4.88

Other

4

2.44

Operators are not entering voters’ names in electronic VL

1

0.61

PEB issues ballots to people that are not in the voters list and
have no valid documents to be added

1

0.61

SAIS-E Operators

66

Standard deviation

Number of answers

Percentage

SAIS-E functions properly

153

93.29

SAIS-E operators face some minor technical issues but cope well

9

5.49

Other

2

1.22

FINAL REPORT

No. of absentee certificate
6.56

Median
5.00

No. of absentee certificates were not accepted
0.27

Mode

Standard deviation

0.00

7.30

Median

Mode

0.00

0.00

No. of absentee certificate their holders were not included
into the supplementary voter list
0.23

No. of request for homebound voting
17.34

No. of written request for homebound voting
17.04

No. of oral request for homebound voting
0.30

Standard deviation
1.66

Median

Mode

0.00

Median
10.00

0.00

Mode
0.00

Median
9.50

Median
0.00

Mode
0.00

Mode
0.00

Standard deviation
1.84

Standard deviation
27.31

Standard deviation
27.29

Standard deviation
1.02

Number of answers

Secrecy of the Vote

Percentage

Secrecy of voting respected

148

90.24

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

9

5.49

Position of camera recording and violates secrecy of vote

4

2.44

Voters could not vote in secrecy due to set up of booths

3

1.83

Other violations of the secrecy of the vote

1

0.61

Serious violations (inside polling station)

Number of answers

Percentage

No serious violations observed

153

93.29

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

8

4.88

No respecting of the protective measures

3

1.83
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Number of
answers

Organization of PS
Polling station is managed properly and PB functions orderly (there are no
more voters than the number of polling booths inside the PS)

144

87.8

Polling station is somewhat crowded, but PEB seems to manage it well

10

6.1

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

9

5.49

PS disorganized, and process is confusing

1

0.61

Campaigning

Number of answers

There were no campaigning or campaign materials inside and /or
outside PS

164

Formal (official) complaints submitted on the voting or opening

Percentage
100

Number of answers

Percentage

There were no formal complaints

161

98.17

PEB received substantial formal complaints

2

1.22

There were some minor, not substantial formal complaints

1

0.61

Number of
answers

Observation

Percentage

All authorized observers able to observe properly

160

97.56

Observers could not observe properly due to overcrowded PS

4

2.44

Presence of unauthorized persons in PS

Number of answers

Percentage

None (only authorized persons present)

159

96.95

Police, Carabineer, Military

4

2.44

Unknown Persons, non-accredited persons (e.g., persons that
didn’t have observation badge)

1

0.61

Facilities for persons with disabilities

68

Percentage

Number of answers

Percentage

No facilities for persons with disabilities

89

54.27

Ramps for wheelchairs

44

26.83

Ballot template in Braille language

28

17.07

Other

27

16.46

FINAL REPORT

PEB Conduct

Number of answers

Percentage

PEB generally conducted voting in an orderly fashion and
according to the procedures

154

93.9

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

8

4.88

PEB lost control over precinct

1

0.61

PEB intentionally deviated from procedures

1

0.61

Evaluation of PEB

Number of answers

Percentage

VERY GOOD

101

61.59

GOOD

62

37.8

BAD

1

0.61

No. of voters on main
voter list (paper VL)
1350.50

Median
1318.50

Mode

Standard deviation

225.00

No. of voters on supplementary (additional) voter list

863.76

Median

18.25

Mode

7.50

6.00

Closing time

Standard deviation
21.65

Number of answers

Polling station closed in time (21:00)

12

Voters at closing time

Percentage
100

Number of answers

No queue of voters at closing

Percentage

12

Counting start on time

100

Number of answers

Percentage

Yes

11

91.67

No

1

8.33

No. of PEB members present
9.00

Median
9.00

Did PEB indicate in system SAIS-E that voting is closed
Yes

Mode
9.00

Standard deviation
1.41

Number of answers
12

Percentage
100
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PEB switched on Video camera when counting process started

Percentage

Yes

10

83.33

Other

2

16.67

Camera recording

Number of answers

Percentage

Yes

9

75

Other

3

25

Counting Procedures

Number of answers

Percentage

Counting procedures were followed properly and in the
right sequence (process was legitimate)

8

66.67

Marks in protocol not made after each step of counting

3

25

Each ballot was not announced during sorting by candidate 2

16.67

Preliminary results were not entered into special sheet for
vote counting

2

16.67

Each ballot in doubt was not considered and voted on

1

8.33

Other

1

8.33

Observation

Number of answers

All authorized observers able to observe properly

12

Percentage
100

Presence of unauthorized persons in PS

Number of answers

Percentage

None (only authorized persons present)

11

91.67

Police, Carabineer, Military

1

8.33

Completion of protocol

Number of answers

Percentage

Protocols were filled out in accordance with the law

10

83.33

PEB somewhat deviated from procedures, without affecting the
results

2

16.67

Protocol distribution

Number of answers

Percentage

Protocols given to all entitled individuals to receive them
and posted in PS immediately

11

91.67

Protocols not posted at the precinct after vote count

1

8.33

Formal (official) complaints submitted on
the counting, voting, or opening
There were no formal complaints
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Number of answers

Number of answers
12

Percentage
100

FINAL REPORT

Election material

Number of answers

Percentage

All election material was packed and sealed in full accordance
with the law

10

83.33

Election material was mostly packed and sealed in accordance
with the law (slight procedural deviations)

2

16.67

Respecting the protective measures

Number of answers

Percentage

Individuals not wearing protective masks properly or at all

7

58.33

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures

5

41.67

Social distance between individuals not respected

5

41.67

Individuals not using hand sanitizer

2

16.67

Evaluation of PEB

Number of answers

Percentage

GOOD

6

50

VERY GOOD

4

33.33

BAD

2

16.67
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4. TRANSFER TO DEC & DEC ACTIVITY, 1st round
Transfer of election materials to DEC

Number of answers

Transport to DEC was made in an orderly manner by required
composition of PEB members

Number of DEC members present
7.67

Median
9.00

12

Mode

100

Standard deviation

9.00

2.99

Observation of DEC

Number of answers

DEC activity was transparent and straightforward

Percentage

12

100

Adequacy of DEC premises

Number of answers

Percentage

DEC premises were spacious and adequate for delivery of the 10
materials

83.33

DEC premises were not spacious enough for adequate delivery of
the materials

16.67

Overcrowding

2

Number of answers

Percentage

DEC was not overcrowded

9

75

Long lines of persons in the DEC, however it was easy
to enter and move about

3

25

Respecting the protective measures

Number of answers

Percentage

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures

8

66.67

Social distance between individuals not respected

5

41.67

Individuals not wearing protective masks properly or at all

3

25

PEB protocols at DEC

Number of answers

Percentage

There was no need for PB protocols corrections

10

83.33

There were cases of corrections of PB protocols at
the MEC

2

16.67

Complaints

72

Percentage

Number of answers

Percentage

There were no complaints about DEC activity

11

91.67

There were some unfounded complaints

1

8.33

FINAL REPORT

Observation

Number of answers

Percentage

All authorized observers able to observe properly

11

91.67

Observers could not observe properly due to set up of
the DEC (e.g., sitting too far)

1

8.33

Evaluation of DEC

Number of answers

Percentage

VERY GOOD

7

58.33

GOOD

5

41.67
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Second round – 15 November
1. OPENING, 2nd round
Environment around PS

Number of answers

Regular (no influence on voter’s choice)
PS Accessibility for Persons with Disabilities

18

100

Number of answers

Percentage

Easy

7

38.89

Requires minor assistance

6

33.33

Not suitable

5

27.78

Personal protective equipment (PPE)

Number of answers

All PPE is in place

18

Percentage
100

Respecting the protective measures

Number of answers

Percentage

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures *

13

72.22

PEB Chairperson not respecting protective COVID measures*

3

16.67

PEB member(s) not respecting protective COVID measures*

3

16.67

SAIS-E operators not respecting protective COVID measure*

1

5.56

Observers not respecting protective measures*

1

5.56

Other

1

5.56

Essential Materials

Number of answers

All essential materials are present

18

Protocol

Percentage
100

Number of answers

Percentage

Protocol filled out properly and procedure was transparent

17

94.44

Protocol seemed to be already (pre-)filled

1

5.56

Stationary Ballot Box

74

Percentage

Number of answers

Percentage

All stationary ballot boxes properly sealed and placed
16
according to procedures

88.89

One or more ballot boxes not sealed at all

1

5.56

Other

1

5.56

FINAL REPORT

Mobile Ballot Box

Number of answers

Percentage

Mobile ballot box properly sealed

14

77.78

No request for ballot voting

3

16.67

NA *

1

5.56

Ballots

Number of answers

Ballots have prescribed format
Polling Station set up
Acceptable

18

Number of answers

100
Median

10.17

Mode

11.00

No. of PEB members present
10.06

7.72

Median

1.10

Mode

Standard deviation

11.00

Median

1.11

Mode

8.00

PEB Chairperson

Standard deviation

11.00

11.00

No. of women PEB members

100

Percentage

18

Total no. of PEB members

Standard deviation

8.00

1.67

Number of answers

Percentage

Woman

12

66.67

Man

6

33.33

PEB Deputy Chairperson

Number of answers

Percentage

11

61.11

Man

7

38.89

Woman

Number of answers
18

Percentage
100

No. of representatives of electoral contestants and/or party
observers present in the polling station
1.89

Standard deviation
1.67

Woman

PEB Secretary

Percentage

Median
2.00

Mode
2.00

Standard deviation
1.13
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No. of observers from organizations at the polling
station

Median

1.56

1.00

Observation

1.00

Standard deviation
0.92

Number of answers

Percentage

All authorized observers able to observe properly

17

94.44

Observers could not observe properly due to set up of the polling
station (e.g., sitting too far, PS in a hallway, etc.) or overcrowded PS

1

5.56

Camera recording

Number of answers

Percentage

Yes

17

94.44

No

1

5.56

Formal (official) complaints submitted on the
opening procedures

Number of answers

Percentage

There were no formal complaints

17

94.44

PEB received substantial formal complaints

1

5.56

Presence of unauthorized persons inside PS

Number of answers

Percentage

None (only authorized persons present)

15

83.33

Police, Carabineers, Military

1

5.56

Other

1

5.56

Unknown, non-accredited persons (e.g., persons that didn’t
have observation badge)

1

5.56

Opening

Number of answers

PS was opened on time (7:00)

PB Conduct

18

Number of answers

PEB generally conducted opening in order
18
and according to the procedures

Evaluation of PEB
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Mode

Number of answers

Percentage
100

Percentage
100

Percentage

VERY GOOD

11

61.11

GOOD

7

38.89

FINAL REPORT

2. VOTING, 2nd round

Environment around PS

Number of answers

Percentage

Regular (no influence on voter’s choice)

222

92.5

Large group of voters in front of PS

15

6.25

Excessive police/military presence around PS

7

2.92

Organized transportation of voters

3

1.25

Campaign Materials near the PS entrance

2

0.83

Vote buying

1

0.42

Campaigning activities

1

0.42

Other

1

0.42

PS Accessibility for Persons with Disabilities

Number of answers

Percentage

Easy

93

38.75

Requires minor assistance

79

32.92

Not suitable

68

28.33

Campaign inside PS

Number of answers

Percentage

There were no campaigning or campaign materials

237

98.75

Other forms of campaigning

2

0.83

Somebody was actively campaigning

1

0.42

Personal protective equipment (PPE)

Number of answers

Percentage

All PPE is in place

235

97.92

Masks are missing

4

1.67

Hand sanitizers are missing

1

0.42
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Respecting the protective measures

Number of answers

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures *

191

79.58

PEB member(s) not respecting protective COVID measures *

35

14.58

Observers not respecting protective COVID measures *

14

5.83

PEB Chairman not respecting protective COVID measures *

10

4.17

Voters not respecting protective COVID measures *

10

4.17

SAIS-E operator(s) not respecting protective COVID measures *

7

2.92

Other

6

2.5

Essential Materials

Number of answers

All essential materials are present

Percentage

240

Stationary Ballot Box

100

Number of answers

Percentage

Stationary ballot boxes properly sealed and placed according to
222
procedures

92.5

Not all ballot boxes properly sealed

7.5

Mobile Ballot Box

18

Number of answers

Percentage

Mobile ballot box sealed

175

72.92

NA *

39

16.25

No request for mobile voting

21

8.75

Mobile ballot box not sealed

5

2.08

Facilities for persons with disabilities

Number of answers

Percentage

No facilities for persons with disabilities

135

56.25

Ballot template in Braille language

73

30.42

Ramps for wheelchairs

66

27.5

Other

22

9.17

Polling Station set up

78

Percentage

Number of answers

Percentage

Acceptable

238

99.17

Unacceptable

2

0.83

FINAL REPORT

Total no. of PEB members

Median

10.05

Mode

9.00

No. of PEB members present
9.43

Median
9.00

No. of women PEB members
8.09

8.00

PEB Chairperson

9.00

Mode

1.39

Mode

Standard deviation

8.00

1.64

Number of answers

Percentage

Woman

207

86.25

Man

33

13.75

PEB Deputy Chairperson

Number of answers
176

73.33

Man

64

26.67

Number of answers

Standard deviation
1.64

Percentage

Woman

PEB Secretary

5.58

Standard deviation

9.00

Median

Standard deviation

Standard deviation
1.64

Percentage

Woman

236

98.33

Man

4

1.67

Standard deviation
1.64

No. of PEB members replaced due to COVID-19

Median

Mode

0.15

0.00

0.00

Man

4

1.67

No. of SAIS-E operators replaced due to COVID-19
0.04

No. of received ballots
1883.17

Median
1889.50

Mode
3000.00

0.58

Mode

0.00

No. of voters on the main voter list
1477.66

Median

Standard deviation

0.00

Standard deviation
0.24

Standard deviation
887.21

Median
1519.00

Mode
0.00

Standard deviation
967.16
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No. of voters on the supplementary voter list

Median

39.50

8.00

No. of absentee certificate

2.57

14.00

No. of oral request for homebound voting

Standard deviation

0.00

26.71

Mode
0.00

Mode

1.00

No. of observers from organizations at
the polling station

Median

1.29

1.00

1.00

Mode

Standard deviation
5.81

Standard deviation
0.39

Standard deviation

1.00

Number of answers

1.46

Percentage

All authorized observers able to observe
234
properly

97.5

Observers could not observe properly
due to set up of the polling station (e.g.,
sitting too far, PS in a hallway, etc.) or
overcrowded PS

2.5

6

1.11

Mode

Median

0.90

Standard deviation

2.00

0.00

No. of mobile ballot boxes *

0.90

Mode

Median

1.51
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Median

Median

21.70

Standard deviation

4.00

2.00

No. of request for homebound voting

44.43

Mode

3.00

No. of representatives of electoral contestants and/
or party observers present in the polling station

Standard deviation

0.00

Median

3.33

129.84

Mode

4.00

No. of voting booths

Standard deviation

0.00

Median

10.23

Observation

Mode

Standard deviation
1.46

FINAL REPORT

Voters Identification / Issuing Ballots

Number of answers

Percentage

Identification procedures always followed
properly

237

98.75

NA (no voters voted while the team was in
the PS)

2

0.83

PEB issues ballots without proper identification of voters

1

0.42

PEB issues ballots to people that are not in
the voters list and have no valid documents
to be added

1

0.42

Observation

Number of answers
234

97.5

Observers could not observe properly
due to set up of the polling station (e.g.,
sitting too far, PS in a hallway, etc.) or
overcrowded PS

6

2.5

Voters Identification/ Issuing Ballots

1.46

Percentage

All authorized observers able to observe
properly

Standard deviation

Standard deviation
1.46

Number of answers

Percentage

Identification procedures always followed properly

237

98.75

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

2

0.83

PEB issues ballots without proper identification of voters

1

0.42

PEB issues ballots to people that are not in the voters list and
1
have no valid documents to be added

0.42

SAIS-E Operators

Number of answers

Percentage

SAIS-E functions properly

227

94.58

SAIS-E operators face some minor technical issues but cope well

12

5

Other

1

0.42

Absentee certificates

Number of
answers

Percentage

All absentee certificates were accepted, and voters were included into the
supplementary voter list

188

78.33

NA

37

15.42

Other

14

5.83

Absentee certificate was not accepted

1

0.42
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Secrecy of the Vote

Number of answers

Secrecy of voting respected

227

94.58

Other violations of the secrecy of the vote

7

2.92

More than one person in the booth (except assisted
voting to disabled voter)

2

0.83

Voters could not vote in secrecy due to set up of booths

2

0.83

Voters taking photo of marked ballot paper

1

0.42

Voters were revealing their vote

1

0.42

Breaches of rules for assistance to disabled persons
(professional assistants) *

1

0.42

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

1

0.42

Camera is recording during the voting procedures

Number of answers

Percentage

No

164

68.33

Yes

75

31.25

Other

1

0.42

Serious violations (inside polling station)

Number of answers

Percentage

No serious violations observed

234

97.5

Other

3

1.25

Multiple voting (more than one ballot issued to one voter 1
intentionally)

0.42

Proxy voting (voting on behalf of another person)

1

0.42

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

1

0.42

Formal (official) complaints submitted on the voting or opening

82

Percentage

Number of answers

Percentage

There were no formal complaints

237

98.75

There were some minor, not substantial formal complaints

2

0.83

There were some unfounded formal complaints

1

0.42
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Presence of unauthorized persons in PS

Number of answers

Percentage

None (only authorized persons present)

235

97.92

Police, Carabineer, Military

4

1.67

Other

1

0.42

Unknown Persons, non-accredited persons (e.g.,
persons that didn’t have observation badge)

1

0.42

Organization of PS

Number of answers

Percentage

Polling station is managed properly and PB functions orderly
(there are no more voters than the number of polling booths 227
inside the PS)

94.58

Polling station is somewhat crowded, but PEB seems to
manage it well

11

4.58

PS disorganized, and process is confusing

1

0.42

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

1

0.42

Organization of PS

Number of answers

Percentage

Polling station is managed properly and PB functions orderly
(there are no more voters than the number of polling booths 227
inside the PS)

94.58

Polling station is somewhat crowded, but PEB seems to
manage it well

11

4.58

PS disorganized, and process is confusing

1

0.42

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

1

0.42

PEB Conduct

Number of answers

Percentage

PEB generally conducted voting in an orderly fashion and
according to the procedures

236

98.33

NA (no voters voted while the team was in the PS)

2

0.83

PEB intentionally deviated from procedures

1

0.42

Other

1

0.42

Evaluation of PEB

Number of answers

Percentage

VERY GOOD

123

51.25

GOOD

113

47.08

BAD

3

1.25

VERY BAD

1

0.42
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3. CLOSING & COUNTING, 2nd round
Closing time

Number of answers

Polling station closed in time (21:00)

16

94.12

Polling station did not close in time

1

5.88

Voters at closing time

Number of answers

No queue of voters at closing

Counting start on time
Yes

17

Number of answers

Percentage
100

Percentage

17

100

Respecting the protective measures

Number of answers

Percentage

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures

11

64.71

Social distance between individuals not respected

5

29.41

Individuals not wearing protective masks properly or at all

4

23.53

Other

1

5.88

Observation

Number of answers

All authorized observers able to observe properly

Median

1382.06

16.00

Median
9.00

Mode

0.12

839.98

Mode
4.00

Standard deviation
35.52

Standard deviation

9.00

No. of PEB members replaced due to COVID-19

Standard deviation

0.00

Median

31.82

9.88

100

Mode

1390.00

No. of voters on supplementary (additional) voter list

No. of PEB members present

Percentage

17

No. of voters on main voter list (paper VL)

84

Percentage

0.99

Median
0.00

Mode
0.00

Standard deviation
0.33
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No. of SAIS-E operators replaced due to COVID-19

Median

0.06

Mode

0.00

0.00

Did PEB indicate in system SAIS-E that voting is closed

Standard deviation
0.24

Number of answers

Yes

Percentage

17

Camera is recording during the closing procedures

100

Number of answers

Yes

Percentage

17

Counting Procedures

100

Number of answers

Percentage

Counting procedures were followed properly and in the right
sequence (process was legitimate)

13

76.47

Procedural steps made simultaneously

2

11.76

Each ballot was not announced during sorting by candidate

1

5.88

Other

1

5.88

Preliminary results were not entered into special sheet for
vote counting

1

5.88

Marks in protocol not made after each step of counting

1

5.88

Completion of protocol
Protocol was filled out in accordance with the law

Number of answers
16

Percentage
94.12

PEB somewhat deviated from procedures, without
1
affecting the results

5.88

Protocol distribution

Number of answers

Percentage

Protocols given to all entitled individuals to receive them and
16
posted in PS immediately

94.12

Protocols not posted at the precinct after vote count

5.88

Package of election material

1
Number of answers

Percentage

All election materials were packed and sealed in full
accordance with the law

16

94.12

Election materials were mostly packed and sealed in
accordance with the law (slight procedural deviations)

1

5.88

Formal (official) complaints submitted on the counting
There were no formal complaints

Number of
answers
17

Percentage
100
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Presence of unauthorized persons in PS
None (only authorized persons present)

Evaluation of PEB

86

Number of
answers
17

Number of
answers

Percentage
100

Percentage

VERY GOOD

12

70.59

GOOD

5

29.41
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4. TRANSFER TO DEC & DEC ACTIVITY,
2nd round
Transfer of election materials to DEC

Number of answers

Percentage

Transport to DEC was made in an orderly manner by
16
required composition of PEB members

94.12

Composition of transferring PEB team was not
according to the law

5.88

1

Number of DEC members present

Median

8.06

9.00

DEC activity

Mode
9.00

Standard deviation
2.49

Number of answers

Percentage

DEC activity was transparent and straightforward

16

94.12

DEC activity was disorganized, confusing, and chaotic

1

5.88

Observation

Number of answers

Percentage

All authorized observers able to observe properly

16

94.12

Observers could not observe properly due to set up of the
DEC (e.g., sitting too far) or overcrowded DEC

1

5.88

Adequacy of DEC premises

Number of answers

Percentage

DEC premises were spacious and adequate
for delivery of the materials

10

58.82

DEC premises were not spacious enough for
adequate delivery of the materials

7

41.18

Overcrowding

Number of answers

Percentage

DEC was not overcrowded

11

64.71

Long lines of persons in the DEC, however it was easy to
enter and move about

5

29.41

DEC was too overcrowded; it was very hard to move about 1
Respecting the protective measures

5.88
Number of answers

Percentage

All individuals respected Covid-19 protective measures

8

47.06

Social distance between individuals not respected

8

47.06

Individuals not wearing protective masks properly or at all

6

35.29

Individuals not using hand sanitizer

4

23.53
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PEB protocols at DEC

Number of answers

There was no need for PEB protocols corrections

16

94.12

Other

1

5.88

Complaints

Number of answers

Percentage

There were no complaints about DEC activity

17

100

Other

1

5.88

Evaluation of DEC

88

Percentage

Number of answers

Percentage

VERY GOOD

9

52.94

GOOD

6

35.29

BAD

2

11.76
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Annex 3. Irregularities in the open data
published by the CEC
Annex 2. Irregularities in the open data published on the
CEC official website
Missing polling stations
The list of polling stations with corresponding lists of voters were published on liste.cec.
md. This website contained a list of polling stations with their addresses and links to PDF
documents. All the links were of the same format containing integer id of a corresponding PS
named pollingstationId. Each PDF document contained a list of voters assigned to a particular
PS having the voter name and birth year for each voter.

Only 2,141 out of 2,143 PSs were mentioned on the website. The information about PSs 16/13
and 1/277 was not published. Whereas these PSs were not presented on the website, IEOM
observers noted that documents with lists of voters of both corresponding PSs were available
by direct links. Direct links to the documents were guessed by IEOM observers by specifying
the value of pollingstationId parameter by 1 less than the parameter values of PSs 16/14 and
1/278 correspondingly. Using this approach IEOM observers obtained lists of voters and found
the number of voters in corresponding lists, it was 631 voters for PS 16/13 and 3,243 voters for
PS 1/277. Therefore 3,874 voters were not able to find their PS and corresponding list of voters
using the official website.
The CEC responded to ENEMO EOM request explaining that the CEC was not notified about
these two cases.

While positively assessing the publishing of lists of voters that contributes to the transparency
of the electoral process, ENEMO deems that the CEC should ensure completeness of published
information.

Turnout during Election Days

The live turnout was published on pv.cec.md. The CEC server provided the AP273 endpoint https://
pv.cec.md/app1/api/reports/ with two reports GetElectionPresence and GetElectionResults.
Both contained JSON-formatted data of current turnout and results correspondingly over DECs
and municipalities. The first report contained TotalVoters and TotalVoted numbers which
were mostly equal and increasing during Election Days as it could be expected274, while some
irregularities have been identified.

On the first round Election Day, from 13:31275 to 17:10 the parameter TotalVoters for PSs opened
abroad276 was not equal to TotalVoted, as expected. First it increased by 1,000 so that TotalVoters
became greater by 1,000 than TotalVoters. Then, later at 16:58 the difference became 1008,
dropped to 8 at 16:58 and at 17:11 these two characteristics became equal. The difference
changes through Election Days are shown on the graphs below.

Application Programming Interface.
The PSs abroad included voters in the list along with marking every voter as voted in SAIS-E, so these two parameters, number of voters in
the list and number of voted voters, had to increase together.
275
All times are given within the Moldovan time zone, UTC+2.
276
The PSs abroad were presented in the turnout report with KeyId=14722.
723
274
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The second round revealed similar behavior of the parameters’ difference within almost the same time
period (13:34-16:56), while the maximum difference was 1,002 in comparison to 1,008 in the first
round.

In its explanation the CEC claimed that a few SAIS-E operators working on PSs abroad indicated
certain numbers of voters in the corresponding field of the “Voting” module of SAIS-E during
opening procedures. These discrepancies were detected later by DTIGLE277 and then initial
numbers of voters were corrected to zero manually. That led to the observed increases and
decreases in total voters’ numbers.

ENEMO assesses positively the publishing of live turnout numbers that contributes to the
transparency of the electoral process, although ENEMO suggests that consideration could be
given to make improvements to SAIS-E software to prevent human errors.

Negative voting and counting rates

There was at least one situation with a negative number of votes per minute in the
GetElectionPresence report. On 15 November at 10:00 ENEMO EOM observed that TotalVoted
parameter decreased by 13 since 09:59 as well as the other numbers like gender and age
distribution. And then during 23:00 - 23:09 the CEC website report gave TotalVoters 258117
and 258151, swinging many times between these two results .
Informational Technologies and Electoral Lists Management Department of the CEC.

277
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Preliminary results were published using the GetElectionResults report of the API. ENEMO
observed that published results revealed decreasing votes per candidate due to decreasing
processed protocols counter. GetElectionResults reports at 23:04 and 23:05 were compared. It
appeared that the parameter TotalBalotsProcessed which is the number of processed protocols
was found decreased by one for 4 DECs: BĂLŢI, UTA GĂGĂUZIA, RÎŞCANI and Secții exteritoriale .
The CEC explained in their response to ENEMO that until the validation of the election results
by the CEC is done, there is an opportunity to correct the wrong numbers at SAIS-E entered
by the operator due to different circumstances. The numbers were changed slightly therefore
ENEMO EOM considers that it was minor corrections of mistakes that were observed, allowed
by design, rather than fraud.

CEC websites availability and the cyberattack

The CEC infrastructure was reportedly attacked on the second round Election Day (15 November).
The mission was checking the availability of CEC website minutely and observed instability in the
activity of Russian and English versions of the CEC website during two time periods, from 11:38
till 14:33 and from 19:21 till 20:55 on 15 November. However, the version of the site in State
language and the service with live turnout and preliminary results worked stable all the time.

The CEC responded to ENEMO that public resources cec.md and pv.cec.md were under cyberattacks and STISC blocked them before attackers penetrated the system so none of the resources
were compromised or influenced. The reason why the website with live turnout worked stable
despite the attack was explained by them as the infrastructure of pv.cec.md website that shows
information out of the SAIS-E is much more resistant to cyber-attacks. Why the Romanian
version of the CEC website worked without any effect stays unexplained. Nevertheless, the key
CEC resources functioned stable and did provide a good level of transparency for the electoral
system.

Decoded server response https://pastebin.com/raw/CFcvbpXv
Decoded server response https://pastebin.com/raw/sd0Cv0yP
280
At 23:00 https://pastebin.com/raw/MZdEpzEs and 23:01 https://pastebin.com/raw/sDNBNWRu
281
Decoded server response https://pastebin.com/raw/bJuxbYFY
282
Decoded server response https://pastebin.com/raw/DeasMbf6
283
KeyId parameter is 3, 37, 14722, 44 correspondingly.
278
279
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